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Abstract. Consider a stochastic process that behaves as a d-dimensional simple and symmetric
random walk, except that, with a certain fixed probability, at each step, it chooses instead to jump
to a given site with probability proportional to the time it has already spent there. This process has
been analyzed in the physics literature under the name random walk with preferential relocations,
where it is argued that the position of the walker after n steps, scaled by log n, converges to a
Gaussian random variable; because of the log spatial scaling, the process is said to undergo a slow
diffusion.
In this paper, we generalize this model by allowing the underlying random walk to be any Markov
process and the random run-lengths (time between two relocations) to be i.i.d.-distributed. We
also allow the memory of the walker to fade with time, meaning that when a relocations occurs,
the walker is more likely to go back to a place it has visited more recently.
We prove rigorously the central limit theorem described above (plus a local limit theorem and
the convergence of the weighted occupation measure) by associating to the process a growing family
of vertex-weighted random recursive trees and a Markov chain indexed by this tree. The spatial
scaling of our relocated random walk is related to the height of a “typical” vertex in the random
tree. This typical height can range from doubly-logarithmic to logarithmic or even a power of the
number of nodes of the tree, depending on the form of the memory.
1. Introduction and statement of the results
A random walk with preferential relocation is a process heuristically defined as follows:
it behaves as a (discrete-time) random walk on Zd except at some (relocation) times at which it
jumps to a value it has already visited with probability proportional to its number of visits there.
This model has been proposed in the physics literature by Boyer and Solis-Salas [BSS14] as a
model for animal foraging behaviour, and they argue that “the model exhibits good agreement
with data of free-ranging capuchin monkeys”. In the case when the underlying random walk is a
simple random walk on Z and the times between relocations are i.i.d. geometric random variables,
they show that this “monkey walk” satisfies a central limit theorem by calculating moments.
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MONKEY RANDOM WALKS 2
This central limit theorem is similar to the central limit theorem of the simple random walk,
except that the appropriate (standard-deviation) scaling is
?
log n instead of
?
n as in the simple-
random-walk case. Boyer and Solis-Solas argue that “The very slow growth [of the variance of
the position of the monkey with time] in our model agrees qualitatively with the fact that most
animals have limited diffusion or home ranges”. In a subsequent paper, Boyer and Pineda [BP16]
generalize the results of [BSS14] to the case when the underlying random walk has power-law-tailed
increments; a limit theorem with stable limit is exhibited in that case. Finally, the model can also
be extended by adding the effect of memory, so that the walker prefers to visit more recent places:
see, e.g., [BEM17] and [FCBGM17] where a trapping site is added to the model.
The main contribution of this paper is two-fold: firstly, we prove rigorously the recent
results of [BSS14, BP16, BEM17]; secondly, the robustness of our proof techniques allow us to
obtain results for a much greater range of models. Indeed, we allow the time to be discrete
or continuous, the underlying process to be any Markov process on Rd, and the times between
relocations (also called “run-lengths”) to have other distributions than the geometric one as long
as they are i.i.d. (and satisfy moment conditions). As in [BEM17], we are able to generalise the
model further by allowing the memory of the walker to decay with time: the probability to relocate
to a visited site depends on how long ago this site was visited. We are able to treat a large class of
“memory kernels” (the function that models the memory of the walker), comprising most of the
cases introduced by [BEM17] as well as some new interesting cases.
Under moment assumptions on the moments of the run-lengths, we prove that, if the original
Markov process verifies a central limit theorem (we actually allow for more general distributional
limit theorems that we call “ergodic limit theorems”), then the version of this process with rein-
forced relocations does too. We are also able to prove that, if the original Markov process verifies
an ergodic limit theorem, then the weighted occupation measure of the process with relocations
converges in probability (for the weak topology) to a deterministic limit.
The crucial step in our proof is reducing the study of these random walks to the analysis of a
new model of random trees that we call the weighted random recursive tree (wrrt); the height of
a typical vertex in these trees is responsible for the log-scaling exhibited in [BSS14]. This key step
allows us to state our results in full generality, without having to specify the underlying Markov
process we consider.
This new approach allows us to prove a local limit theorem for the process with random reinforced
relocations. Finally, Boyer and Solis-Salas [BP16] ask in their paper whether the monkey walk is
recurrent in all dimensions; we answer this question both when the underlying process (process
without the relocations) is the simple symmetric random walk, and when the underlying process
is the Brownian motion.
Discussion of the context of related random walks. Two principle features of the monkey
walk are that it is non-Markovian (the walker needs to remember all its past) and that it involves
reinforcement, and the non-Markovianity is the main difficulty in the rigorous analysis. The
Monkey walk is a rare example of a non-Markovian random walk where one can obtain precise
asymptotic results, with a great level of generality (all dimensions, discrete- or continuous-time,
no need to specify the underlying Markov process, etc). We now review other non-Markovian
reinforced random walks studied in the literature.
The most famous, and most extensively-studied, non-Markovian random walk with reinforcement
is the reinforced random walk introduced by Coppersmith and Diaconis in 1987. The dynamics
of this model are very different from the monkey walk; indeed, in this model, every edge of the
lattice has originally weight α, and the walker starts at the origin; at every step, the walker crosses
a neighbouring edge with probability proportional to the weight of the edge, and the weight of the
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crossed edge is increased by 1. Different variant of this edge-reinforced process (and its vertex-
reinforced version) have been studied in the literature on the d-dimensional lattice as well as on
arbitrary finite and infinite graphs, and in particular on trees; see [Pem07] for a survey.
Two other models of non-Markovian random walks with reinforcement are the so-called elephant
random walk, introduced in the physics literature by [ST04], and the shark walk introduced very
recently by [Bus17]. We now briefly describe both these random walks to emphasise how they are
very different from the “monkey walk” studied in this paper.
The elephant walk on Z depends on a parameter p P r0, 1s and has jumps of size 1. At every
time-step, the elephant chooses a uniform time in its past, and, with probability p takes the same
step it took at this random time, or, with probability p1 ´ pq, decides at random which direction
to follow. [BB16] showed that the elephant random walk can be successfully studied by using the
theory of generalized Po´lya processes (and in particular the results of [Jan04]): for p ď 3{4, the
elephant walk is diffusive, and for p ą 3{4, it is super-diffusive. An alternative proof was developed
independently by [CGS17], and [BL17] generalized these results to higher dimensions. The shark
walk is a generalization of the elephant random walk except that the steps taken by the walker
have heavy tails.
The elephant random walk was so named because of the popular belief that elephants have a long
memory; this name thus refers to the fact that the walk is non-Markovian but, as far as we know,
there is no link between this random walk and the actual behaviour of free-ranging elephants.
In contrast, the shark walk and the “monkey walk” studied in this paper have a closer link to
actual animal behaviour. The shark random walk was named because, according to the physics
literature (see, e.g. [SSH`08]), marine predators’ foraging behaviour exhibits similarities with
random walks whose standard deviation grows faster than the square root of the time. Similarly,
[BSS14] argue (using measured-data of capuchin monkey) that monkeys’ foraging behaviour, and
in particular the number of distinct sites visited by the monkey as a function of time, exhibits
similarities with the monkey walk.
Aside from non-Markovianity and reinforcement, the third main feature of our monkey walk
is the fading memory. Although it is natural and often studied in the physics literature (see,
e.g. [AdAC`14, MVdS`16] for the elephant random walk with decaying memory, [BSS14] for the
monkey walk, [BEM17] for diffusions with random reinforced relocations), we are not aware of
any probabilistic result about non-Markovian random walks with decaying memory. The model
studied in [vdH01] is the (deterministic) mean-field version of a weakly self-interaction random
walk where we allow the trajectory to self-intersect with some probability that increases with the
time between the two visits at this intersection.
Finally, we mention random walks with stochastic restarts; although they are Markovian and
non-reinforced, their definition is similar to the monkey walk except that at relocation times, the
walker always goes back to where it started. The literature (see e.g. [EM11, EM14]) mainly focuses
on their hitting times properties as these walks are used as search algorithms.
1.1. Definition of the model. We consider time to be either discrete or continuous, i.e. T
equal to N or r0,8q. The “monkey process” X “ pXptqqtPT is a stochastic process that depends
on three parameters: a semi-group P “ pPtqtPT , a probability distribution ϕrun on T such that
ϕrunpt0uq “ 0, and a function µ : T Ñ R` called the memory kernel.
Let Z be a Markov process of semi-group P on Rd; for all x P Rd, we denote by Px the law of
Z started at x, and by Ptx the law of pZpsq, s ă tq under Px.
Let L “ pLi, i ě 1q be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with distribution ϕrun. We let T0 “ 0,
and, for all n ě 1, Tn “ řni“1 Li, and call these random elements of T the “relocation times”.
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Figure 1. The monkey process: an illustration of the definition in dimension 1.
Time is on the horizontal axis, position on the vertical axis. The grey arrows point
from XpRnq to XpTnq, which are equal, by definition, for all n ě 1.
We define the monkey process recursively as follows (the notations are illustrated in Figure 1):
Choose a starting point Xp0q P Rd, and draw pXpsq : s ă T1q at random according to PT10 . For all
n ě 1, given pXpsq : s ă Tnq,
‚ draw a random variable Rn in r0, Tnq according to the following distribution1
(1) PpRn ď x | Tnq “
şx
0
µpuq duşTn
0
µpuq du ;
‚ set Vn`1 “ XpRnq and draw pXpsq : Tn ď s ă Tn`1q according to PLn`1Vn`1 .
We say that X is the monkey process with preferential relocation and fading memory -or equiv-
alently, monkey process- of semigroup P , run-length distribution ϕrun (being the distribution of
the Li’s) and memory kernel µ, and denote this by X “M pP, ϕrun, µq.
Choice of the memory kernel: The techniques of this paper are robust in the choice of the
memory kernel, but they become more explicit when its integral is available in closed form. In this
paper, we consider the following two parametric families of memory kernels to cover a large range
of phenomena: for all x P T ,
(2) µ1pxq “ α
x
logpxqα´1eβ logpxqα ,
where α ą 0 and β ě 0 (set µ1pxq “ 0 if x “ 0) and
(3) µ2pxq “ γδxδ´1eγxδ ,
where δ P p0, 1{2s (for technical reasons to be discussed later) and γ ą 0.
Note that, when α “ β “ 1, the memory kernel µ1 is uniform, meaning that, at each relocation
time, the walker chooses a time uniformly in its past, and relocates to where it was at that random
time; this is the original process introduced by Boyer and Solis-Salas [BP16]. When α ą 1, the
memory kernel increases, which indeed corresponds to the idea of a fading memory. When α ă 1,
the memory kernel decreases; although this case is less natural when thinking about the memory
of a walker, we include it in the study since this is done at no additional cost. When β “ 0 and
α “ 1, we get µ1pxq “ 1{x, which corresponds to Case 1 in [BEM17] and when α “ 1 and β ‰ 0
then µ1pxq “ xβ´1, corresponding to Case 2 of [BEM17]. Finally, µ2 coresponds to Case 3 of of
[BEM17]. The memory kernel µ1 with α ‰ 1 is not considered in [BEM17], and thus allows us to
cover an even larger range of phenomena.
1In the whole paper, if T “ t0, 1, . . .u, we use the integral notation for a sum: şy
x
µpuqdu :“ řy´1k“x µpkq.
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1.2. Central limit theorem. The first result of this paper states that, if pZptq´ btq{at converges
weakly, then so does pXptq ´ bκ2sptqq{aκ2sptq where, κ2 “ EL2{p2ELq, and where, for all x P r0,8q,
(4) spxq “
$’&’%
logpxqα with memory kernel µ1 when β ‰ 0,
α log logpxq with memory kernel µ1 when β “ 0,
γxδ with memory kernel µ2.
Note that bt gives the deterministic drift (or bias) of Z, while at gives the asymptotic size of
the fluctuations of Z around this deterministic bias; they would equal the asymptotic mean and
standard deviation of Z in the context of the central limit theorem. In particular, our result says
that, if the standard deviation of Zptq is proportional to at, then the standard deviation of Xptq
is of asymptotically proportional to aκ2sptq. In other words, the monkey process X behaves as Z
taken at time κ2sptq; the parameter sptq can be thought of as a time-change which slows down the
order of magnitude of X when compared to Z. This idea of time-change is formalized in our proof
where we show that, for each fixed t, Xptq d“ ZpSptqq, where Sptq is a random time-change. The
rest of the proof then relies on proving that Sptq « κ2sptq with sufficient accuracy. Note that κ2
only depends on the run-length distribution, while spxq only depends on the memory kernel. The
precise statement of our first result uses the following notion that generalizes the central limit
theorem:
Definition. We say that a Markov process Z is pat, btq-ergodic if pZptq ´ btq {at converges in
distribution under Px to a law γ that does not depend on x. We call γ the limiting distribution
of Z.
If Z is pat, btq-ergodic, the function pt ÞÑ btq gives the deterministic drift (or bias) of Z, while
pt ÞÑ atq gives the size of the random fluctuations of Z around this deterministic bias at time t.
Examples of pat, btq-ergodic Markov process are given in Section 1.3.
Theorem 1. Let X “M pP, ϕrun, µq where P is a semi-group on Rd, ϕrun a probability distribution
on T , and µ is any one of µ1 or µ2. Let L be a random variable of distribution ϕrun, and Z a
Markov process of semi-group P . Assume that
(i) EL8 ă 8,
(ii) there exists two functions pat, btqtPT such that the Markov process Z is pat, btq-ergodic with
limiting distribution γ, and
(iii) for all x P R, the following limits exist and are finite:
(Scaling): fpxq “ lim
tÑ8
at`x?t`εt
at
and gpxq “ bt`x
?
t`εt ´ bt
at
whenever εt “ o
`?
t
˘
.
Then, in distribution2 when tÑ 8, we have
(5)
Xptq ´ bκ2sptq
aκ2sptq
dÝÑ fpΩqΓ` gpΩq ,
where κi “ ELi{piELq for i P t2, 3u, Ω „ N p0, κ3{κ2q and Γ „ γ are independent.
Remark (Discussion of Assumption (i)). Proving that
`
Sptq ´ κ2sptq
˘{aκ3sptq dÝÑ Λ „
N p0, 1q is done by applying the strong law of large numbers and central limit theorems to sum
of independent (but not identically distributed random variables). To apply these limit theorems,
one needs assumptions on the moments of the summands; this is where Assumption (i) is used.
The forthcoming Lemmas 11, 12 and 13 make this technical point very precise.
2In the whole paper, we use the notation
dÝÑ to denote convergence in distribution.
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Remark (Discussion on the value of δ when µ “ µ2). We prove that Theorem 1 holds for
δ “ 1{2, but our proof cannot be easily generalized to larger δ except if the underlying Markov
process is such that f ” 1 and g ” 0. The reason is that, when δ ă 1{2, the distribution of Ω
in Theorem 1 is a priori unknown. Boyer, Evans and Majumdar [BEM17] argue that a central
limit theorem holds for a (standard) Brownian motion with relocations and memory kernel µ2, for
all δ P p0, 1s; in this case, we indeed have f ” 1 and g ” 0. More complicated phenomena are
expected when µ “ µ2 and δ ą 1{2 and when the functions f and g are non-trivial; we leave this
as an open problem.
Remark (A quenched version of this result). We actually prove a stronger, quenched, version
of this result: Denote by L “ pLiqiě1 the run-lengths of the monkey process X. Then, under the
assumptions of Theorem 1, Equation (5) holds conditionally on L, L-almost surely.
1.3. Examples. In this section, we briefly show how to apply Theorem 1 to different Markov
semi-groups P . In all examples, we assume that the run-lengths pLiqiě1 satisfy the assumptions of
Theorem 1.
The simple random walk case – Assume that P is the semi-group of a simple random walk
(say on R) whose increments have finite mean µ and finite variance σ2. In that case, the central
limit theorem gives that
Zptq ´ µt
σ
?
t
dÝÑ N p0, 1q ;
in other words, the simple random walk Z is pσ?t, µtq-ergodic with limiting distribution γ “
N p0, 1q. Therefore, fpxq “ 1, and gpxq “ µx{σ for all x P R, and Theorem 1 implies that
Xptq ´ µκ2sptq
σ
a
κ2sptq
dÝÑ N
ˆ
0, 1` µ
2κ3
σ2κ2
˙
ô Xptq ´ µκ2sptqa
sptq
dÝÑ N `0, σ2κ2 ` µ2κ3˘ ,
or, equivalently,
(6)
Xptq ´ µκ2sptqapσ2κ2 ` µ2κ3qsptq dÝÑ N p0, 1q .
From the definition of sptq (see Equation (4)), we can see that this monkey process is diffusive only
when µ “ µ2 and δ “ 1{2; it is otherwise sub-diffusive.
We can apply Equation (6) to the particular case studied by [BSS14]: In that case, the Li’s are
geometric of parameter q P p0, 1q, implying that κ2 “ p2 ´ qq{p2qq. Moreover, the memory kernel
is µ1, with α “ β “ 1, µ “ 0 and σ2 “ 1, implying that
Xptqap2´ qq log t{p2qq dÝÑ N p0, 1q,
as claimed in [BSS14].
The random walk case with heavy-tailed increments – Assume that P is the semi-group
of a simple random walk whose real-valued increments p∆iqiě1 are independent copies of ∆, and
satisfy
Pp∆ ě uq „ c`u´ω`puq and Pp∆ ď ´uq „ c´u´ω`puq
as uÑ 8, where 1 ă ω ă 2, and ` is slowly varying at infinity. Then, there exist a slowly varying
function ˜` such that, if we set at “ t1{ω ˜`ptq, bt “ 0 if ω ă 1 and bt “ µt otherwise, then we have
Zptq ´ bt
at
dÝÑ Φω,
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where Φω is some ω-stable random variable. In both cases (0 ă ω ă 1 and 1 ă ω ă 2), f ” 1, and
g ” 0; therefore, Theorem 1 gives
Xptq
sptq1{ω
dÝÑ Φω, if 0 ă ω ă 1,
Xptq ´ µsptq
sptq1{ω
dÝÑ Φω, if 1 ă ω ă 2.
From the definition of sptq (see Equation (4)), we see that this monkey process is sub-diffusive
when µ “ µ1; it is also sub-diffusive when µ “ µ2 and δ ă ω{2. It is diffusive when µ “ µ2 and
δ “ ω{2, and becomes super-diffusive when δ P pω{2, 1{2s.
The Brownian motion case – Assume that P is the semi-group of the Brownian motion on R
with drift c P R. Therefore, pZptq ´ ctq{?t „ N p0, 1q, implying that at “
?
t and bt “ ct for all
t P r0,8q. Therefore, fpxq “ 1 and gpxq “ cx{?κ2 for all x P R, and Theorem 1 gives
Xptq ´ cκ2sptqa
κ2sptq
dÝÑ N
ˆ
0, 1` c
2κ3
κ2
˙
ô Xptq ´ cκ2sptqa
sptq
dÝÑ N `0, κ2 ` c2κ3˘ .
Like in the first example, this monkey process is diffusive only if µ “ µ2 and δ “ 1{2; it is otherwise
sub-diffusive.
Remark (Discussion on the possible values for the function f). The definition of pat, btq-
ergodicity is related to Lamperti’s assumption that ppZpxtq ´ btq{atqxě0 converges in the sense of
finite-dimensional distributions to a process pZ8pxqqxě0. Note that we only assume convergence of
the one-dimensional distributions. Lamperti’s assumption was introduced in [Lam62] and implies
that Z8 is a self-similar process, that a and b are regularly varying and that therefore the function
f defined in Theorem 1 equals 1. In particular, f “ 1 when Z is a random walk in the domain of
attraction of stable law (which includes the Gaussian case). In the particular case of non-negative
Markov chains, invariance principles with self-similar limits can be found in [HM11] and [BK16].
More complex functions f can arise when the process Z is not self-similar. For example, recall
that if Y is the standard Yule process, then Y ptq{et converges to a standard exponential random
variable; this implies that Zptq :“ Y p?tq is pe?t, 0q-ergodic. In that case, f is equal to x{p2?κ2q,
but since Z is not homogeneous, its version with reinforced relocation does not fit in our framework.
Also note that the function g can be arbitrary, which we illustrate again, for simplicity, with a
non-homogeneous Markov process by taking Zptq “ Bptq` gptq where B is the standard Brownian
motion.
1.4. Convergence of the occupation measure. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, we can
actually prove a stronger result; namely convergence of the weighted occupation measure of X to
a deterministic limit. The weighted occupation measure of the process X on r0, ts is defined as
follows: let3 µ¯pxq “ şx
0
µ, for all x ě 0 and
pitpBq “ 1
µ¯ptq
ż t
0
µpsq1XsPB ds
for all Borel set B Ď Rd. When µ ” 1, for all Borel set B, pitpBq is the proportion of the time spent
by the monkey process in B until time t. When µ ı 1 this time spent in B is weighted according
to µ. Note that pit is a random probability measure on Rd; it is the conditional distribution
(given the trajectory up to time t) of the position the walker would relocate to if a relocation
event would happen at time t. Therefore, pit can be thought of as the memory that the walker
3In the whole paper, we sometimes omit the variable and differential from the integrals:
ş
µ :“ ş µpuqdu.
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has of its trajectory up to time t. We prove that pit converges in distribution to a deterministic
probability distribution pi8 on the space of all probability distributions on Rd equipped with the
weak topology; in other words, for all continuous and bounded function ϕ from Rd to R,ż
Rd
ϕpxqdpitpxq pÝÑ
ż
Rd
ϕpxqdpi8pxq,
when tÑ 8.4
Theorem 2. Let pi8 be the distribution of the random variable fpΩqΓ ` gpΩq. Assume that
the assumptions of Theorem 1 hold, and that, additionally, δ P p0, 1{2q when µ “ µ2. Then,
pit
`
aκ2sptq ¨ `bκ2sptq
˘
pÝÑ pi8 when tÑ 8, on the set of probability measures on Rd equipped with the
weak topology.
Remark (Idea of the proof and discussion on the values of δ when µ “ µ2). The proof
of this theorem relies on the fact that pit is approximately equal to the distribution of the position
of the monkey process at the last relocation before t. To prove that a random probability distri-
bution converges in probability (for the weak topology), it is enough to prove that (1) a random
variable sampled according to this probability distribution converges in distribution and (2) two
random variables sampled independently according to this random distribution are asymptotically
independent. When the memory is too steep (µ “ µ2 and δ ě 1{2), our proof does not work, and
(2) may not be true.
1.5. A local limit theorem. The main idea of the paper is to associate a labelled tree to the
monkey Markov process (its branching structure) to transport properties of the underlying Markov
process Z to the process with random relocations X. Heuristically, if Z renormalized by some
functions of t satisfies an asymptotic property, then X satisfies the same asymptotic property once
renormalized by the same functions but applied to κ2sptq instead of t. In this section we illustrate
this principle with the following local limit theorem, for which the state-space is taken to be Zd.
Theorem 3 (Local limit theorem). We assume that the assumptions of Theorem 1 hold, that
Zd takes values in Zd and Xp0q P Zd, and that, furthermore, f ” 1. If γ has a bounded and
Lipschitz density function φ and
sup
mPZd
at
ˇˇˇˇ
PpZptq “ mq ´ 1
at
φ
´m´ bt
at
¯ˇˇˇˇ
Ñ 0, when tÑ 8,
then,
sup
mPZd
aκ2sptq
ˇˇˇˇ
PpXptq “ mq ´ 1
aκ2sptq
ψ
´m´ bκ2sptq
aκ2sptq
¯ˇˇˇˇ
Ñ 0,
when t Ñ 8, where ψ is the density function of Γ ` gpΩq, where Ω „ N p0, κ3{κ2q and Γ „ γ are
independent.
Note that the function ψ can be taken equal to Erφpx´ gpΩqqs and that it is also Lipschitz and
bounded.
1.6. Recurrence. When considering the simple random walk or the Brownian motion on Zd (resp.
Rd), it is natural to ask whether or not the walker started from zero will come back to zero (resp.
a neighbourhood of zero) almost surely in finite time; we then call the process “recurrent” (resp.
“neighborhood recurrent”). Boyer and Solis-Salas ask this question for the monkey walk; since it
is slowly diffusive, one can imagine that the monkey walk is recurrent in all dimensions. We are
able to prove that the answer depends on the choice of the memory kernel:
4In the whole paper, we use
pÝÑ to denote convergence in probability.
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Theorem 4. Assume that Xp0q “ 0 and X “M pP, ϕrun, µq, where ϕrun is such that EL8 ă 8 if
L is a random variable of distribution ϕrun.
(a) If P is the semi-group of the lazy5 simple symmetric random walk on Zd, and if we let
Z “ tt ě 0 : Xptq “ 0u, then,
(i) the cardinal of Z is almost surely infinite if µ “ µ1 or µ “ µ2 and δd ď 2;
(ii) }Xptq} Ñ 8 almost surely as tÑ 8 (in particular, Z is almost surely finite) if µ “ µ2
and δd ą 2.
(b) If P is the semi-group of the standard Brownian motion on Rd, we let Z “ tt ě 0 : }Xptq} ď ηu;
then, for all η ą 0, Z is unbounded (and thus its cardinal is infinite) almost surely if µ “ µ1
or µ “ µ2 and δd ď 2.
We believe that the “monkey Brownian motion” (case pbq) is not neighborhood recurrent, and
even transient, when µ “ µ2 and δd ą 2. The proof seems more involved than for the monkey
random walk (case paq); and we leave this question as an open problem.
In the case when the underlying process Z is the simple symmetric random walk on Zd, and,
in particular, when d ě 2, one could also ask how many sites have been visited at time t (asymp-
totically when t Ñ 8), and what is the shape of this visited set; we also leave this question
open.
1.7. Plan of the paper. Section 2 contains the main idea of the paper: the definition of the
branching structure of the monkey Markov process. This branching structure is a random tree
whose nodes are labelled by the successive runs of the monkey Markov process (the trajectories
between relocations). We show that the underlying random tree (once labels have been removed)
is a weighted version of the random recursive tree, which we call the weighted random recursive
tree, or wrrt. As a by-product of our proofs, we state the convergence in probability of the profile
of this random tree (see Theorem 6).
Section 3 contains the proof of Theorem 1 (central limit theorem), Theorem 3 (local limit
theorem) and Theorem 4 (recurrence); these three theorems are grouped into one section since
their proofs rely on the same principles. The proof of Theorem 2 (convergence of the weighted
occupation measure) is more involved and is presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 is devoted
to the technical analysis of the wrrt.
2. The weighted random recursive tree
2.1. The Monkey walk branching structure. The key idea of this paper is to note that each
monkey Markov process X “M pP, ϕrun, µq can be coupled with a labelled random tree called its
branching structure (see Figure 2). The shape of this tree is a weighted version of the random
recursive tree, and the labels are the runs of the monkey Markov process, i.e. the trajectories
pXtqtPrTn,Tn`1q for all n ě 0.
The branching structure pτn, `nqně1 of the monkey Markov process X “ M pP, ϕrun, µq is built
recursively as follows (see Figure 2): We use the random variables pLiqiě1 and pRiqiě1 that were
used when defining X.
Recall that T0 “ 0 and Tn “ L1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Ln for all n ě 1.
‚ The tree τ1 is the one-node tree whose unique node ν1 is labelled by `1pν1q “ pXtqtPr0,T1q.‚ For all integers n ě 1, the tree τn`1 is obtained from the tree τn by attaching a new node
called νn`1 in the following way:
5The lazy simple symmetric random walk is defined for an arbitrary p P p0, 1q: at each time step, the walker does
not move with probability p, and moves according to a simple symmetric random walk otherwise. It is a standard
way to avoid parity conditions when calculating the probability that the random walker is at the origin at time n.
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ν1
ν2
ν3
ν5 ν4
ν6
ν7
Figure 2. A realization of the monkey Markov process on R (left), and its as-
sociated branching structure (right). The grey arrows on the left are a graphic
representation of the relocations; recall that at every relocation point Ti, the walker
chooses a random time Ri in its past according to the memory kernel, and jumps
back to where it was at that time. Each grey arrow points from Ri to Ti for some i.
On the right, we show the tree T7: we have pν1, . . . , ν7q “ pH, 1, 2, 21, 11, 211, 22q.
– let ξpn ` 1q P t1, . . . , nu be the unique index such that Tξpn`1q´1 ď Rn`1 ă Tξpn`1q,
and add νn`1 as a new child of νξpn`1q;
– set `n`1pνq “ `npνq for all ν already in τn and label νn`1 by
`n`1pνn`1q “ pXtqtPrTn,Tn`1q.
Definition. Given a sequence of weights w “ pwiqiě1, we define the w-weighted random recursive
tree (w-wrrt) T “ pTnqně1 as follows:
‚ T1 is the one node tree;
‚ Tn`1 is the tree Tn to which a new node νn`1 has been attached at random as follows:
choose an integer ξpn` 1q at random in t1, . . . , nu with probability
Ppξpn` 1q “ iq “ wi
w1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` wn ,
and add νn`1 to Tn as a new child of νξpn`1q.
In the above definition, each of the trees Tn is increasing (cf. [BFS92]) in the sense that for all
integers 1 ď i, j ď n, if node νj is a child of node νi, then i ă j. We can compute the law of a
w-wrrt tree Tn as follows: if t is an increasing tree with n vertices and pitpiq is the index of the
parent of νi in the tree t, then:
(7) PpTn “ tq “
nź
i“2
wpitpiq
w1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` wi´1 .
Note that, when wi “ w1 P p0,8q for all i ě 1, then the w-wrrt is the so-called random
recursive tree (rrt). The wrrt can thus be seen as a generalization of the rrt.
Remark (The wrrt in the literature). The wrrt was already introduced by Borovkov and
Vatutin [BV05, BV06]. They assume that the weight of node is given wi “ śij“1 cj, where the
sequence pcjqjě1 is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables, and then show a central limit theorem
for the height of a node taken at random in the tree with probability proportional to the weights.
Hiesmayr and Is¸lak [HI17] also introduced the wrrt (they call it the wrt); they prove asymptotic
results for the number of leaves and the height of the random tree. We prove in this paper
convergence in probability of the profile of this new random tree (see Theorem 6) when the pwiqiě1
are randomly chosen independently and identically at random and have finite second moment.
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Other questions about this random tree, such as determining its degree distribution or stronger
convergence theorems for the profile, remain open.
In our random walk setting, we let, for all i ě 1,
(8) Wi “
ż Ti
Ti´1
µ,
and W “ pWiqiě1. Note that, for all integers i ě 1, pW1, . . . ,Wiq is pL1, . . . , Liq-measurable.
Conditionally on L, and thus W , the (unlabelled) tree pτnqně1 is distributed as the W -weighted
random recursive tree; in other words, for all n-node increasing tree t,
PLpτn “ tq “
nź
m“2
Wpitpmq
W1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Wm´1 ,
where PL denotes the probability conditionally on the sequence L.
Since for all n, τn is a subtree of τn`1, and `n`1 is equal to `n on τn, we can therefore define pτ, `q
as the union of tpτn, `nquně1. Note that, conditionally on L, the sequence of labels ` “ t`pνnquně1
indexed by the nodes of τ is a branching Markov chain, meaning that
‚ the sequence of labels along any branch from the root to infinity is distributed as a Markov
chain of a given kernel K,
‚ the sequences of labels along two distinct branches are independent after their last common
ancestor.
Note that the kernel K of the branching Markov chain pτ, `q is defined as follows: for all 0 ď s ď t,
for all x : rs, tq Ñ Rd, draw a random variable R according to the following distribution
PpR ď uq “
şu
s
µşt
s
µ
,
start a Markov process of semi-group P at position xpRq and run it from time 0 to time r0,W q
(where W is a random variable of distribution ϕrun, independent from R); the law of this process
is our definition of Kpx, ¨q.
In this construction, we have used the following fact: When relocating at time Tn, the walker
chooses a time Rn randomly in its past according to the memory kernel; this is equivalent to first
choosing a run in its past, with probability proportional to the Wi’s, and then choosing a time at
random inside this random run with probability given by
PLpRn ď x | Rn P rTi´1, Tiqq “
şx
Ti´1 µşTi
Ti´1 µ
.
2.2. General background on trees and notations. So far, we have described trees as cycle-
free graphs on a set of nodes tν1, ν2, . . .u, where ν1 is seen as the root. We call parent of a node u
the first node in the path from u to the root, the ancestors of u are all the nodes on the path from u
to the root. The children of a node u are all the nodes whose parent is u, a leaf of τ is a node with
no children, while the internal nodes are those with at least one child. The height of a node u,
denoted by |u|, is the graph distance from u to the root. Finally, the last common ancestor u^ v
of two nodes u and v is the highest node (i.e. with the largest height) that is ancestor to both u
and v.
In the following, it is convenient to embed trees in the plane by ordering the children of all nodes.
We decide that the children of a node are ordered from left to right in increasing order of their
indexes. We can then associate to each node a word on the alphabet A “ t1, 2, . . .u as follows: the
root is associated to the empty word ∅, and each node u is given the word of its parent to which
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a last “letter” is added; this last letter is the rank of u among its siblings (from left to right). For
example, node 13 is the third child of the first child of the root. Our trees can thus be seen as sets
of words on A “ t1, 2, . . .u; we denote by A˚ the set of all (finite) words on A. In the following,
we identify a node with its word, and allow ourselves to say, e.g. “the prefix of node νi” instead
of the more accurate “the prefix of the word associated to node νi”. Note that the ancestors of a
node are all its prefixes, the height of a node is its length (in terms of number of letters), and the
last common ancestor of u and v is their longest common prefix.
2.3. Key property of the wrrt. As already discussed, the key in studying the monkey Markov
process is to note that, for all t P T , Xptq has the same distribution as ZpSptqq, where Sptq is a
random variable taking values in T that depends on the sequence of run-lengths L “ pLiqiě1 and
on the memory kernel, but is independent of the Markov process Z. All our results follow from
this equality in distribution, and from a central limit theorem verified by Sptq.
For all fixed t, Sptq is defined by looking at the trajectory of the walker backwards in time,
starting from t (see Figure 5); whenever we see a relocation point, say at time Ti, we jump directly
to time Ri (note that XpRiq “ XpTiq by definition). By doing so, we follow a continuous path;
Sptq is equal, by definition, to the length of this path. The exact definition of Sptq is given in
Section 3.1.
The following theorem is key in proving a central limit theorem for Sptq; indeed, we show later
that Sptq is equal in distribution to the quantity ΦpNptqq (defined in the statement of the theorem)
for some random Nptq that behaves almost surely as t{EL when tÑ 8.
Let F pnqi be a random variable distributed as Rn ´ Ti´1 conditionally on Rn P rTi´1, Tiq for all
1 ď i ď n; note that, conditionally on L, for all x P rTi´1, Tiq, we have,
PLpF pnqi ď xq “ PLpRn ď Ti´1 ` x | Rn P rTi´1, Tiqq “
şTi´1`x
Ti´1 µşTi
Ti´1 µ
,
implying that the law of F pnqi does not depend on n. Therefore, for all i ě 1, we denote by pFiqiě1
a sequence of independent random variables such that
(9) PLpFi ď xq “
şTi´1`x
Ti´1 µşTi
Ti´1 µ
,
for all i ě 1.
Let Tn be the n-node W -wrrt, and F “ pFiqiě1 a sequence of independent random variables
whose distribution is given by Equation (9). Define, for all integers n and for all nodes ν P Tn,
Φpνq “
nÿ
i“1
Fi1νiďν ,
where u ď ν if, and only if, u is a (non-strict) ancestor (or prefix) of ν. In the following theorem, we
show a joint limit theorem for Φpunq and Φpvnq, where un and vn are two nodes taken independently
and weight-proportionally at random in the n-node W -wrrt.
Theorem 5. Assume that EL8 ă 8 if L is a random variable of distribution ϕrun, and denote by
κˆi “ EL
i
iEL
if µ “ µ1, and κˆi “ EL
i
ipELq1´δ if µ “ µ2,
for i P t2, 3u. Finally, if µ “ µ2, assume that δ P p0, 1{2q.
Let un and vn two nodes taken independently and weight-proportionally at random in Tn.
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‚ If µ “ µ1 or µ “ µ2 and δ P p0, 1{2q, then, conditionally on pL,F q, pL,F q-almost surely,
we have ˜
Φpunq ´ κˆ2spnqa
κˆ3spnq
,
Φpvnq ´ κˆ2spnqa
κˆ3spnq
¸
dÝÑ pΛ1,Λ2q,
as nÑ 8, where Λ1 and Λ2 are two independent standard Gaussian random variables.
‚ If µ “ µ2 and δ “ 1{2, then, conditionally on pL,F q, pL,F q-almost surely, we have
Φpunq ´ κˆ2spnqa
κˆ3spnq
dÝÑ N p0, 1q,
as nÑ `8.
Remark. Such a conditional weak convergence statement is typical of the random environment
literature where this would be called a “quenched” result valid for almost all realizations of the
environment. Here, the sequence of run lengths could be thought of as the random environment.
It implies annealed weak convergence statements: in particular the limit theorem holds if we just
condition on L or F or even unconditionally.
The proof of this theorem is relatively technical and long, and we therefore choose to postpone
it to Section 5, and first show how it implies our main results. Note that the conditions δ P p0, 1{2s
in Theorem 1 and δ P p0, 1{2q in Theorem 2 come from the conditions needed here in Theorem 5:
the convergence of the first marginal is enough to prove Theorem 1, while joint convergence is
needed for Theorem 2.
Following the same proof as for Theorem 5, just replacing Φpνq by the simpler
Ψpνq “ |ν| ` 1 “
nÿ
i“1
1νiďν ,
one can prove convergence in probability of the weighted profile of the W -wrrt.
Definition. The profile of a tree t is the probability distribution of the height of a node taken
uniformly at random in t. Equivalently, it is given by the following sum of Dirac masses: 1|t|
ř
νPt δ|ν|,
where |t| denotes the number of nodes in t, |ν| the height of node ν and δx is the Dirac mass at x,
for all x P N.
We denote by
pin “
řn
i“1Wiδ|νi|řn
i“1Wi
the weighted profile of the n-node W -wrrt Tn. Note that since Tn is a random tree, then pin is a
random probability distribution on N; it is the probability distribution of the height of a node taken
weight-proportionally at random in Tn. The following result states convergence in probability of
this random probability distribution on the space of all probability distributions on N equipped
with the weak topology.
Theorem 6. Assume that EL2 ă 8, and, if µ “ µ2, assume that δ P p0, 1{2q. Then, when n goes
to infinity, we have
pin
`a
spnq ¨ `spnq˘ pÝÑ N p0, 1q,
with respect to the weak topology.
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B2 = 1 B3 = 0
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B4 = 0
U3 = 1
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Figure 3. A realization of the couples pT˜n, u˜nq, for 1 ď n ď 6 defined in Proposi-
tion 7. For each n, the white dot marks the node that equals u˜n in T˜n.
The profile of a random tree is the distribution of the height of a node taken uniformly at random
in this tree. Profiles of random trees are widely studied in the literature: see, e.g., Drmota and
Gittenberger [DG97] for the Catalan tree, Chauvin, Drmota and Jabbour-Hattab [CDJH01] and
Chauvin, Klein, Marckert and Rouault [CKMR05] for the binary search tree, Schopp [Sch10] for
the m-ary increasing tree, Katona [Kat05] and Sulzbach [Sul08] for the preferential attachment
tree, and the very recent universal result of Kabluchko, Marynych, and Sulzbach [KMS17]. In
all these examples, the height of a typical node is of order
?
n or log n where n is the number of
nodes in the tree. However, in our wrrts, we exhibit typical heights of order log log n, plog nqα
and even nδ (for δ ď 1{2).
2.4. A key coupling. We now give two results which help in understanding why Theorem 5
might be true. We link each one of the summands defining Φ (or more easily Ψ) to independent
random variables. This is done by constructing, in a consistent manner, the w-wrrt together
with vertices that are sampled weight-proportionally at random from the n-node tree. We refer
the reader to Figure 3 for a visual aid.
Let w “ pwiqiě1 be a sequence of positive real numbers and s “ psiqiě1 the sequence of its
cumulative sums: for all i ě 1, si “ řij“1wj. Let U “ pUnqně1 be a sequence of independent
random variables such that, for all i, n ě 1, PpUn “ iq “ wi{sn. Let B “ pBnqně1 be a sequence of
independent random variables (between themselves and also of U) such that, for all n ě 1, Bn is
Bernoulli-distributed with parameter wn{sn.
Let ν1 “ ∅ and T˜1 be the tree equal to tν1u; also let u˜1 “ ν1. For all n ě 1, given pT˜n´1, u˜n´1q,
we define pT˜n, u˜nq as follows:
‚ if Bn “ 1, set u˜n “ νn and ξ˜pnq “ u˜n´1;
‚ if Bn “ 0, set u˜n “ u˜n´1 and ξ˜pnq “ Un´1.
Finally, let T˜n be the tree obtained by adding node νn to T˜n´1 with an edge between νξ˜pnq and νn.
Proposition 7. For all n ě 1, T˜n is distributed as the n-node w-wrrt, and, given T˜n, the node
u˜n is taken weight-proportionally at random in T˜n.
Note that the sequence pT˜n, u˜nqně1 is such that
‚ the parent of u˜n is u˜n´1 if, and only if, Bn “ 1;
‚ u˜n “ u˜n´1 if, and only if, Bn “ 0.
This implies in particular that tBi “ 1u “ tνi ď u˜nu, for all integers n, i ě 1; we thus get the
following corollary:
Corollary 8. Let w “ pwiqiě1 be a sequence of positive real numbers. For all integers n ě 1,
let un be a node chosen at random in the n-node w-wrrt Tn with probability proportional to the
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ν1 ν1
ν2
ν1
ν2
ν3
(B2, B
′
2) = (1, 1) (B3, B
′
3) = (0, 1)
ν1
ν2
ν3
(B4, B
′
4) = (0, 0)
U3 = 1
ν4
ν1
ν2
ν3
(B5, B
′
5) = (1, 1)
ν4
ν5
ν1
ν2
ν3
(B6, B
′
6) = (1, 0)
ν4
ν5
ν6
Figure 4. A realization of the triples pT˜n, u˜n, v˜nq, for 1 ď n ď 6 defined in Propo-
sition 9. For each n, the white dot marks the node that equals u˜n in T˜n, the black
dot marks the node that equals v˜n.
weights. Then, the random variables p1νiďunq1ďiďn are independent Bernoulli random variables of
respective parameters wi{si, where si “ řij“1wj (@i ě 1).
Remark (Discussion of Corollary 8 with respect to the literature). Corollary 8 is a
classical result in the case when the weights are constant (and the wrrt is thus equal to the
rrt); it is for example proved in [Dev88]. The proof of [Dev88] uses the link between the height
of a uniform random node and the number of records in a uniform random permutation, which
is well known to be a sum of independent Bernoulli random variables. Note that [Dob96] also
states a version of this result for the (unweighted) random recursive tree case but the details of
the proof are omitted. [KW10] give an alternative proof of Devroye’s result; their argument is a
bijective one, and could be adapted to the wrrt case. Note that our “coupling” approach was
used in [CH14] and [Haa17] for aggregating trees.
This corollary implies that, for all n ě 1, Ψpunq “ |un| ` 1 “ řni“1Bi, which is a sum of
independent Bernoulli random variables. Similarly, conditionally on L and F , the sum defining
Φpunq in Theorem 5 is an (inhomogeneous) random walk. Controlling the behavior of L and F
then yields a central limit theorem for each marginal in Theorem 5.
Proof of Proposition 7. Let t be an increasing tree with nodes ν1, . . . , νn. Denote the index of the
parent of νi in t by pitpiq. The assertion follows from the formula
P
´
T˜n “ t, u˜n “ νj
¯
“
«
nź
i“2
wpitpiq
si´1
ff
wj
sn
,
which we now prove by induction, the case n “ 1 being trivial. If the above formula is valid for n,
let t be an increasing tree with nodes ν1, . . . , νn`1 and let t1 be the tree obtained from t by removing
node νn`1. For j ď n, note that u˜n`1 “ νj if, and only if, Bn`1 “ 0. Therefore, we get:
P
´
T˜n`1 “ t, u˜n`1 “ νj
¯
“ P
´
T˜n “ t1, u˜n “ νj, Un`1 “ pitpνn`1q, Bn`1 “ 0
¯
“
«
nź
i“2
wpit1 piq
si´1
ff
wj
sn
wpitpνn`1q
sn
sn
sn`1
“
«
n`1ź
i“2
wpitpiq
si´1
ff
wj
sn`1
,
which finishes the proof. 
To get joint convergence of the two marginals in Theorem 5, one needs to improve the coupling
as follows (see Figure 4 for a realization of this coupling). Additionally to B and U , we consider
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a sequence B1 “ pB1iqiě1 of independent (between themselves and of B and U) Bernoulli random
variables with respective parameters wi{si.
Let ν1 “ ∅, and T˜1 “ tν1u; also set u˜1 “ v˜1 “ ν1. Recursively, for all n ě 2, given
pT˜n´1, u˜n´1, v˜n´1q, we define pT˜n, u˜n, v˜nq as follows:
‚ if pBn, B1nq “ p0, 0q, we set ξ˜pnq “ Un´1, u˜n “ u˜n´1 and v˜n “ v˜n´1;
‚ if pBn, B1nq “ p1, 0q, we set ξ˜pnq “ u˜n´1, u˜n “ νn and v˜n “ v˜n´1;
‚ if pBn, B1nq “ p0, 1q, we set ξ˜pnq “ v˜n´1, u˜n “ u˜n´1 and v˜n “ νn;
‚ if pBn, B1nq “ p1, 1q, we set ξ˜pnq “ u˜n´1, u˜n “ v˜n “ νn.
Finally, define T˜n as the tree obtained by adding νn to T˜n´1 and a new edge from νn to νξ˜pnq.
Proposition 9. For every n ě 1, T˜n is distributed as the n-node w-wrrt, and, given T˜n, the
nodes u˜n and v˜n are independent, and taken weight-proportionally at random in T˜n.
Note that, when n evolves, u˜n stays on one branch of the tree, and occasionally increases its
height by one (when Bn “ 1). This is not the case for v˜n: v˜n evolves along one branch of the tree,
occasionally increasing its height by one (if B1n “ 1 and Bn “ 0), except at some random times
(Bn “ B1n “ 1) when it “jumps” to take the same value as u˜n (see Figure 4, where such a jumps
occurs when n “ 5). We will show later that, for the memory kernels of Theorems 2 and 5, this
“jumping” only happens a finite number of times and, after that (random) time, u˜n ‰ v˜n for all
n, and the last common ancestor of u˜n and v˜n stays constant in n. This observation is formalized
in the forthcoming Proposition 14; we later show that it implies the asymptotic independence in
the joint convergence of Theorem 5.
Proof. If t is any increasing tree with nodes ν1, . . . νn and pitpiq is the number of the parent of νi
in the tree t, we assert that
P
´
T˜n “ t, u˜n “ νj, v˜n “ νk
¯
“
«
nź
i“2
wpitpiq
si´1
ff
wj
sn
wk
sn
.
Let us prove this by induction, the case n “ 1 being trivial. Note that, by construction, `T˜n, u˜n, v˜n˘,
Un, Bn`1 and B1n`1 are independent. Suppose now that the above formula holds true and let t be
an increasing tree on n ` 1 nodes. Let t1 be the tree obtained from t by deleting node νn`1 and
the edge from νn`1 to its parent. For j, k ď n, u˜n`1 “ νj if, and only if, Bn`1 “ 0 (likewise for
v˜n`1); therefore, we get:
P
´
T˜n`1 “ t, u˜n`1 “ νj, v˜n`1 “ νk
¯
“ P
´
Bn`1 “ 0, B1n`1 “ 0, T˜n “ t1, Un “ pitpn` 1q, u˜n “ νj, v˜n “ νk
¯
“ sn
sn`1
sn
sn`1
P
´
T˜n “ t1, u˜n “ νj, v˜n “ νk
¯
PpUn`1 “ pitpn` 1qq
“ sn
sn`1
sn
sn`1
«
nź
i“2
wpitpiq
si´1
ff
wpitpn`1q
sn
wj
sn
wk
sn
“
«
n`1ź
i“2
wpitpiq
si´1
ff
wj
sn`1
wk
sn`1
.
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Figure 5. A realization of the monkey Markov process and its branching structure
(this picture illustrates notations and ideas used in the proof of Theorem 1). In this
example, the number of runs before time t´Aptq is Nptq “ 6, the height of ωNptq is
Kptq “ 2. The runs associated to a node on the branch from the root to ωNptq are
in solid line on the top-left corner, the other runs are dotted.
If νj ď n and νk “ n` 1, then
P
´
T˜n`1 “ t, u˜n`1 “ νj, v˜n`1 “ νn`1
¯
“ P
´
Bn`1 “ 0, B1n`1 “ 1, T˜n “ t1, v˜n “ pitpn` 1q, u˜n “ νj
¯
“ Sn
Sn`1
wn`1
sn`1
«
nź
i“2
wpitpiq
si´1
ff
wpitpn`1q
sn
wj
sn
“
«
n`1ź
i“2
wpitpiq
si´1
ff
wj
sn`1
wn`1
sn`1
.
Finally, if both j, k “ n` 1, we get:
P
´
T˜n`1 “ t, ξn`2 “ νi, u˜n`1 “ νj, v˜n`1 “ νk
¯
“ P
´
Bn`1 “ 1, B1n`1 “ 1, T˜n “ t1, Un`1 “ pitpn` 1q
¯
“ wn`1
sn`1
wn`1
sn`1
«
nź
i“2
wpitpiq
si´1
ff
wpitpn`1q
sn
“
«
n`1ź
i“2
wpitpiq
si´1
ff
wn`1
sn`1
wn`1
sn`1
. 
3. Central limit theorem, local limit theorem and recurrence
3.1. Proof of Theorem 1. We refer the reader to Figure 5 for the notations and main ideas of
the proof. We denote by Aptq the time to the last relocation before time t, by Nptq the number of
runs before time t´Aptq, by ωNptq the node of τNptq defined as the parent of the node labelled by the
run that straddles time t, and by Kptq the height of ωNptq. Finally, we denote by Li1ptq, . . . , LiKptqptq
the run-lengths of the successive runs labelling the nodes of the branch from the root of τNptq to
ωNptq (in that order). By construction of the model, and using the Markov property of Z, we get
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the following equality in distribution6:
Xptq d“ Z
ˆKptqÿ
`“1
Fi`ptq ` Aptq
˙
,
where, for all integers i, Fi is distributed as
PLpFi ď xq “
şTi´1`x
Ti´1 µşTi
Ti´1 µ
.
It is important to note that the Fi`ptq’s are no longer distributed according to this distribution since
they have been “size-biased” by the fact that their definition involve conditioning on run number
i`ptq to be on the branch leading to Xptq. Let
Sptq :“
Kptqÿ
`“1
Fi`ptq ` Aptq,
so that Xptq d“ Z`Sptq˘.
The first step in the proof of Theorem 1 is to prove that
(10)
Sptq ´ κ2sptqa
κ3sptq
dÝÑ N p0, 1q.
Let us first prove that Aptq{ct Ñ 0 in probability whenever ct Ñ 8. Indeed, if Lptq “ TNptq`1´TNptq
is difference of the relocation times that straddle t, then Aptq ď Lptq and Lptq converges in law
to a finite random variable (see, e.g. [BVHS99]). Hence, by Slutsky’s theorem, Lptq{ct Ñ 0 in
probability and so does Aptq{ct.
Note that, given τNptq, the random node ωNptq is chosen at random in τNptq with probability
proportional to the weights. Moreover, using the notations of Section 2, we have that Sptq “
ΦpωNptqq`Aptq. Note that Nptq is L-measurable, and that, L-almost surely, Nptq increases to `8.
The convergence of the first marginal in Theorem 5 applies under the assumptions of Theorem 1;
in particular, we have assumed that δ P p0, 1{2s if µ “ µ2. Therefore, we get that, conditionally
on L,
(11)
Φ
`
ωNptq
˘´ κˆ2spNptqqa
κˆ3spNptqq
dÝÑ N p0, 1q,
when t Ñ 8. (Hence, the above limit theorem also holds unconditionally.) Recall that Sptq “
ΦpωNptqq`Aptq, and Aptq{
a
sptq pÝÑ 0; thus, to prove Equation (10), it is enough to prove that, for
all i P t2, 3u,
(12) κˆispNptqq “ κisptq ` o
`a
sptq˘.
Let us first assume that µ “ µ1; in that case, κi “ κˆi. By definition, we have that řNptqi“1 Li `
Aptq “ t, and by the strong law of large numbers, řNptqi“1 Li{Nptq Ñ EL almost surely when tÑ 8.
Therefore, we have Nptq “ tp1 ` op1qq{EL almost surely when t goes to infinity, implying that
logαNptq “ logα t`Op1q, which in turn implies Equation (12).
If µ “ µ2, we need a more precise estimate for Nptq: since řni“1 Li ´ nEL “ o`?n log n˘ almost
surely (for example by the law of the iterated logarithm), the bounds t´Aptq ď řNptqi“1 Li ď t imply
6In the whole paper, we use
d“ to denote equality in distribution.
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that
t´NptqELa
Nptq logNptq Ñ 0
almost surely as tÑ 8 and thus
Nptq “ t
EL
` o
´a
t log t
¯
.
Hence we have
κˆispNptqq “ κˆiNptqδ “ κˆi
ˆ
t
EL
δ˙
` o
´a
logptqtδ´1{2
¯
.
Since tδ´1{2 “ optδ{2q for all δ P p0, 1q and κi “ κˆi{pELqδ, we see that Equation (12) holds.
Thus, in both cases, using the fact that Sptq “ ΦpωNptqq ` Aptq, and since Aptq{
a
sptq Ñ 0 in
probability, we deduce that Equation (10) holds.
We now show that Theorem 1 follows from Equation (10). By Skorokhod’s representation
theorem, we can find a probability space on which there exists a standard Gaussian random
variable Λ as well as S˜ptq such that S˜ptq d“ Sptq for all t ě 0, such that
S˜ptq “ κ2sptq ` Λ
a
κ3sptq ` o
`a
sptq˘,
almost surely when tÑ 8. Since, in our original probability space, Z is independent of S, on an
extension of the probability space where pS˜ptqqtě0 is defined, there exists a sequence pZ˜ptqqtě0 such
that Z˜ is independent of S˜, Z˜ptq d“ Zptq for all t ě 0, and a random variable Γ with law γ such
that pZ˜ptq ´ btq{at Ñ Γ almost surely. Therefore, almost surely when tÑ 8, we have
Z˜pS˜ptqq ´ bκ2sptq
aκ2sptq
“ Z˜pS˜ptqq ´ bS˜ptq
aS˜ptq
¨ aS˜ptq
aκ2sptq
` bS˜ptq ´ bκ2sptq
aκ2sptq
Ñ f
´
Λ
a
κ3{κ2
¯
Γ` g
´
Λ
a
κ3{κ2
¯
by the (Scaling) hypothesis; this concludes the proof since Ω :“ Λaκ3{κ2 „ N p0, 2EL3{p3EL2qq,
and since Z˜pS˜ptqq d“ Z`Sptq˘ d“ Xptq for all t ě 0.
3.2. Proof of Theorem 3. Using the notations of Subsection 3.1, we have Xptq d“ ZpSptqq. Since
Z is independent of S, we get that, for all m P Zd
PpXptq “ mq “ E
”
P
`
ZpSptqq “ m |Sptq˘ı,
implying that
aκ2sptq
ˇˇˇˇ
PpXptq “ mq ´ 1
aκ2sptq
ψ
´m´ bκ2sptq
aκ2sptq
¯ˇˇˇˇ
ď aκ2sptq
ˇˇˇˇ
E
„
P
`
ZpSptqq “ m |Sptq˘´ 1
aκ2sptq
φ
´m´ bSptq
aSptq
¯ˇˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇˇ
Eφ
´m´ bSptq
aSptq
¯
´ ψ
´m´ bκ2sptq
aκ2sptq
¯ˇˇˇˇ
ď aκ2sptqE
„ˇˇˇˇ
P
`
ZpSptqq “ m |Sptq˘´ 1
aκ2sptq
φ
´m´ bSptq
aSptq
¯ˇˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇˇ
Eφ
´m´ bSptq
aSptq
¯
´ ψ
´m´ bκ2sptq
aκ2sptq
¯ˇˇˇˇ
.
(13)
Since Z is independent of S, and Sptq Ñ 8 almost surely when tÑ 8, the fact that
sup
mPZd
at
ˇˇˇˇ
PpZptq “ mq ´ 1
at
φ
´m´ bt
at
¯ˇˇˇˇ
Ñ 0
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implies that, almost surely when tÑ 8,
∆ptq “ sup
mPZd
aSptq
ˇˇˇˇ
PpZpSptqq “ m |Sptqq ´ 1
aSptq
φ
´m´ bSptq
aSptq
¯ˇˇˇˇ
Ñ 0.
We can therefore bound the first term in the right-hand side of (13) as follows: for all m P Zd
aκ2sptqE
ˇˇˇˇ
P
`
ZpSptqq “ m |Sptq˘´ 1
aκ2sptq
φ
´m´ bSptq
aSptq
¯ˇˇˇˇ
ď aκ2sptqE
ˇˇˇˇ
P
`
ZpSptqq “ m |Sptq˘´ 1
aSptq
φ
´m´ bSptq
aSptq
¯ˇˇˇˇ
` aκ2sptq
ˇˇˇˇ
1
aSptq
´ 1
aκ2sptq
ˇˇˇˇ
φ
´m´ bSptq
aSptq
¯
ď aSptq
aκ2sptq
∆ptq `
ˇˇˇˇ
aκ2sptq
aSptq
´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
}φ}8.
(Recall that φ is bounded by assumption.) Since Ψptq Ñ 0 as t Ñ 8 and, since f “ 1 by
assumption, we see that aκ2sptq{aSptq Ñ 1 by the (Scaling) assumption. Therefore
(14) sup
mPZ
aκ2sptqE
„ ˇˇˇˇ
P
`
ZpSptqq “ m |Sptq˘´ 1
aκ2sptq
φ
´m´ bSptq
aSptq
¯ˇˇˇˇ 
Ñ 0
as tÑ 8.
We now consider the second term in the right-hand side of Inequality (13). Using Skorokhod’s
representation theorem (similarly to the way it was used in the proof of Theorem 1), we find a
probability space on which we can define S˜ptq for all t ě 0 such that, for all t ě 0, Sptq d“ S˜ptq
and, almost surely when tÑ 8,
S˜ptq “ κ2sptq ` Λ
a
κ3sptq ` op
a
sptqq.
We apply the (Scaling) assumption, which gives
Eφ
´m´ bSptq
aSptq
¯
“ Eφ
´m´ bS˜ptq
aS˜ptq
¯
“ Eφ
´m´ bκ2sptq
aκ2sptq
` εt ´ gpΩq
¯
,
where εt is Sptq-measurable and tends to zero almost surely when tÑ 8, and Ω “ Λ
a
κ3{κ2. Note
that, by definition,
ψpxq “ d
dx
P
`
Γ` gpΩq ď x˘ “ d
dx
P
`
Γ ď x´ gpΩq˘ “ Eφ`x´ gpΩq˘.
Hence, we get
Eφ
´m´ bSptq
aSptq
¯
“ Eψ
´m´ bκ2sptq
aκ2sptq
` ε1t
¯
,
where ε1t is Sptq-measurable and tends to zero almost surely when t Ñ 8. Note that, since φ is
bounded and Lipschitz, then so is ψ; we denote by }ψ}8 its bound and by ϑ its Lipschitz constant,
and get
sup
mPZd
ˇˇˇˇ
Eφ
´m´ bSptq
aSptq
¯
´ ψ
´m´ bκ2sptq
aκ2sptq
¯ˇˇˇˇ
ď sup
mPZd
ˇˇˇˇ
Eψ
´m´ bκ2sptq
aκ2sptq
` ε1t
¯
´ ψ
´m´ bκ2sptq
aκ2sptq
¯ˇˇˇˇ
ď sup
mPZd
2ϑEr|ε1t| ^ }ψ}8s Ñ 0,
by the dominated convergence theorem. Therefore, the last convergence to zero together with
Equations (13) and (14) implies the claim.
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3.3. Proof of Theorem 4. (a) Let us first assume that Z is the lazy simple random walk on Zd
started at 0, meaning that, at every time-step it stays at the state it is occupying with constant
and positive probability. It is standard to consider the lazy version of the simple random walk in
order to avoid parity problems. It is known (see, e.g. [Po´l30] for the simple symmetric case) that,
for all t P t1, 2, . . .u, there exists c ą 0 such that
PpZptq “ 0q „ c
td{2
when tÑ 8.
Recall that, Xptq d“ ZpSptqq for all t ě 1, and that
(15)
Sptq
κˆ2sptq Ñ 1,
almost surely when t Ñ 8 (see Theorem 5). We use Le´vy’s version of the Borel-Cantelli lemma
(see, e.g., [Wil91, Ch.12, Sec.5] or [Nev75, Corollary VII-2-6]): Consider F St “ σpSu : u ď tq; since
Z and S are independent, we get that, for all t ě 1,
P
`
Xptq “ 0 ˇˇF St ˘ “ P`ZpSptqq “ 0 ˇˇF St ˘ “ c` op1qSptqd{2 “ c` op1qpκˆ2sptqqd{2 ,
almost surely as tÑ 8, where we have used Equation (15).
Note that
ř
t sptq´d{2 “ 8 when µ “ µ1 or when µ “ µ2 and δd ď 2. By the cited extension of
Borel-Cantelli, we get that Xptq “ 0 infinitely often almost surely. By the same result, if µ “ µ2
and δd ą 2 then Xptq ‰ 0 from a given (random) index onwards, implying that the monkey walk
is not recurrent.
The above argument can be generalized to conclude that, for any fixed η ą 0, the set tt ě 0 : }Xptq} ď ηu
is almost surely finite when µ “ µ2 and δd ą 2. This holds because the local limit theorem for
lazy random walks implies the existence of a constant c ą 0 such that, for all }x} ď η,
PpZptq “ xq ď c
td{2
.
Hence, for all η ą 0, we have
P
`}Xptq} ď η ˇˇF St ˘ ď c` op1qpκˆ2sptqqd{2 , when tÑ 8,
implying that }Xptq} Ñ 8 almost surely as tÑ 8.
(b) Let us now treat the case when Z “ pZptqqtPr0,8q is the Brownian motion on Rd. Fix η ą 0.
We know that, for an appropriate c ą 0, Pp}Zptq} ď ηq “ ct´d{2. We can then reproduce the
Borel-Cantelli argument (using times t “ 1, 2, . . .) to show that Z is unbounded when µ “ µ1 or
when µ “ µ2 and δd ď 2.
4. Proof of Theorem 2
We reason conditionally on L (and thusW ) and F . Let us denote by $i the weighted occupation
measure of the i-th run: in other words, for all i ě 1, for all Borel set B Ď Rd, we let
$ipBq “ 1
Wi
ż Ti
Ti´1
µpsq1XpsqPB ds,
where we recall that the sequence pTiqiě1 with T0 “ 0 is the sequence of relocation times: Tn “
L1`¨ ¨ ¨`Ln for all n ě 1. Recall that we denote by Aptq the time from t back to the last relocation
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time, and by Nptq the number of runs before time t´ Aptq. With these notations, we have
pit “ 1
µ¯ptq
«
Nptqÿ
i“1
$i `Rt
ff
where µ¯ptq “ şt
0
µ and
RtpBq “
ż t
t´Aptq
µpsq1XsPB ds, for all Borel set B P Rd.
‚ Let us first prove that
RtpRdq “
ż t
t´Aptq
µ “ µ¯ptq ´ µ¯pt´ Aptqq “ opµ¯ptqq,
when t Ñ 8; since we have already argued that Aptq is negligible in front of any increasing,
diverging function of t, it only remains to check that our memory kernels do not increase too fast.
First assume that µ “ µ1; we have
µ¯ptq ´ µ¯pt´ Aptqq “ 1
β
`
eβ log
α t ´ eβ logαpt´Aptqq˘ “ eβ logα t
β
`
1´ eβrlogαpt´Aptqq´logα ts˘ .
Note that
logαpt´ Aptqq ´ logα t “ ` logα t˘ˆˆ log t` log `1´ Aptqt ˘
log t
α˙
´ 1
˙
“ ´p1` op1qq αAptq log
α t
t log t
“ ´pα ` op1qq Aptq log
α´1 t
t
,
in probability when tÑ 8, since Aptq{t pÝÑ 0. Therefore, we get
µ¯ptq ´ µ¯pt´ Aptqq “ αe
β logα t logα´1 t
t
“ αβµ¯ptq Aptq log
α´1 t
t
“ opµ¯ptqq,
in probability since Aptq{ct pÝÑ 0 as soon as ct Ñ `8. The case µ “ µ2 can be treated similarly
and we get that, in all cases, µ¯pt´ Aptqq{µ¯ptq pÝÑ 1.
‚ It is therefore enough to prove that
(16)
1
µ¯pt´ Aptqq
Nptqÿ
i“1
$i
`
aκ2sptq ¨ `bκ2sptq
˘
pÝÑ pi8, weakly.
Note that µ¯pt ´ Aptqq “ řNptqi“1 Wi, and, by definition of the model, conditionally on pXpsq, s ď
t ´ Aptqq and pτNptq, `Nptqq, 1µ¯pt´Aptqq
řNptq
i“1 $i is the distribution of the relocation position at time
t´ Aptq, which we denote by Vt.
By [MM17, Lemma 3.1], to prove Equation (16), it is enough to show that, when tÑ 8,
(17)
ˆ
V p1qt ´ bκ2sptq
aκ2sptq
,
V p2qt ´ bκ2sptq
aκ2sptq
˙
dÝÑ pΞ1,Ξ2q,
where V p1qt and V
p2q
t are two independent copies of Vt, and Ξ1 and Ξ2 two independent random
variables distributed according to pi8.
We refer the reader to Figure 6 for a visual aid to the rest of the proof and notations. Let us
denote by ωt and ω
1
t taken independently and weight-proportionally at random in τNptq; let κt be
the parent of ωt ^ ω1t and kptq the index of node ωt ^ ω1t in τn (i.e. ωt ^ ω1t “ νkptq); we have`
V p1qt , V
p2q
t
˘ “ ´Zp1qZp∆ptqq`∆1ptq˘, Zp2qZp∆p1qptqq`∆p2qptq˘¯,
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V (1)t
V (2)t
F1
F ′3 F4
F3 F7
F6
Figure 6. This picture illustrates the reasoning of the proof of Theorem 2. In this
particular example, the two trajectories leading to V p1qt and V
p2q
t are colored in red
and blue respectively, and in purple when they coincide. Note that, in this example,
they coincide for an amount of time equal to ∆ptq “ F1 ` F 13; when they split, they
are both equal to ZpF1 ` F 13q, and then become independent. Starting from there,
the red trajectory evolves for an amount of time equal to ∆p1qptq “ F3 ´ F 13 ` F7,
and the blue trajectory for an amount of time equal to ∆p2qptq “ F4`F6. Note that,
using the notations of the proof of Theorem 2, kptq “ 3 (the number corresponding
to the run during which the red and blue trajectories split).
where Zp1qZp∆ptqq and Z
p2q
Zp∆ptqq are two independent random Markov processes of semi-group P started
at Zp∆ptqq, and
∆ptq “
nÿ
i“1
Fi1νiďκt `mintFkptq, F 1kptqu “ Φpκtq `mintFkptq, F 1kptqu,
∆p1qptq “ pFkptq ´mintFkptq, F 1kptquq `
nÿ
i“1
Fi1ωt^ω1tăνiďωt “ Φpωtq ´∆ptq
∆p2qptq “ pF 1kptq ´mintFkptq, F 1kptquq `
nÿ
i“1
Fi1ωt^ω1tăνiďωt “ F 1kptq ´ Fkptq ` Φpω1tq ´∆ptq,
where F 1 “ pF 1i qiě1 is an independent copy of F “ pFiqiě1. We reason conditionally on (F and) F 1,
and let
X “
"ÿ
iPI
Fi `mintFk, F 1ku : I is a finite subset of N, k P N
*
,
being the set of all possible values for ∆ptq; we have, for all w1, w2 P R,
P
ˆ
V p1qt ´ bκ2sptq
aκ2sptq
ě w1, V
p2q
t ´ bκ2sptq
aκ2sptq
ě w2
˙
“
ÿ
xPX
P
˜
Zp1qZpxqp∆p1qx ptqq ´ bκ2sptq
aκ2sptq
ě w1,
Zp2qZpxqp∆p2qx ptqq ´ bκ2sptq
aκ2sptq
ě w2,∆ptq “ x
¸
.
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where ∆p1qx ptq “ Φpκtq ´ x, and ∆p2qx ptq “ Φpκtq ´ x` F 1kptq ´ Fkptq. We have
P
ˆ
V p1qt ´ bκ2sptq
aκ2sptq
ě w1, V
p2q
t ´ bκ2sptq
aκ2sptq
ě w2
˙
“
ÿ
xPX
P
ˆZp1qZpxqp∆p1qx ptqq ´ b∆p1qx ptq
a
∆
p1q
x ptq
¨ a∆p1qx ptq
aκ2sptq
` b∆p1qx ptq ´ bκ2sptq
aκ2sptq
ě w1,
Zp2qZpxqp∆p2qx ptqq ´ b∆p2qx ptq
a
∆
p2q
x ptq
¨ a∆p2qx ptq
aκ2sptq
` b∆p2qx ptq ´ bκ2sptq
aκ2sptq
ě w2, ∆ptq “ x
˙
;(18)
call the summands in the right-hand side ptpw1, w2, xq. We now prove that for all w1, w2 ě 0
and x P X ,
ptpw1, w2, xq ÑP
´
fpΩ1qΓ1 ` gpΩ1q ě w1, fpΩ2qΓ2 ` gpΩ2q ě w2,Θ “ x
¯
(19)
“: p8pw1, w2, xq ,
where Ω1 and Ω2 are two independent variables of distribution N p0, κ3{κ2q. Almost surely when
tÑ 8, for all x P X , ∆p1qx ptq Ñ 8, and ∆p2qx ptq Ñ 8; this implies that, when tÑ 8,
(20)
˜
Zp1qZpxqp∆p1qx ptqq ´ b∆p1qx ptq
a
∆
p1q
x ptq
,
Zp2qZpxqp∆p2qx ptqq ´ b∆p2qx ptq
a
∆
p2q
x ptq
¸
dÝÑ pΓ1,Γ2q,
where Γ1 and Γ2 are two independent random variables of distribution γ. By ergodicity of the
Markov process of semi-group P , Γ1 and Γ2 are independent of the starting point Zpxq of Zp1qZpxq
and Zp2qZpxq. Using Theorem 5 (we have indeed assumed that δ P p0, 1{2q if µ “ µ2), we get that,
conditionally on L and F ,
(21)
˜
Φpωtq ´ κˆ2spNptqqa
κˆ3spNptqq
,
Φpω1tq ´ κˆ2spNptqqa
κˆ3spNptqq
¸
dÝÑ pΛ1,Λ2q,
where Λ1 and Λ2 are two independent standard Gaussian random variables. By Slutsky’s lemma
and Equation (12), Equation (21) becomes: conditionally on L and F , we have
(22)
˜
Φpωtq ´ κ2sptqa
κ3sptq
,
Φpω1tq ´ κ2sptqa
κ3sptq
¸
dÝÑ pΛ1,Λ2q,
when tÑ 8, where Λ1 and Λ2 are independent. Using Proposition 9 and Borel-Cantelli’s lemma,
we get that kptq converges in distribution to an almost surely finite integer K “ maxti ě 1: Bi “
B1i “ 1u. Thus, conditionally on F and F 1, we have that pF 1kptq ´ Fkptqq{
a
sptq Ñ 0 in probability.
Therefore, by Equation (22) and Slutzky’s lemma, we get that, for all x P X ,
(23)
˜
∆p1qx ptq ´ κ2sptqa
κ3sptq
,
∆p2qx ptq ´ κ2sptqa
κ3sptq
¸
dÝÑ pΛ1,Λ2q,
Therefore, Assumption (Scaling), Equations (20) and (23) imply Equation (19). We now aim
to apply the general Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem (see, e.g. [Roy88]): First, we see
that ptpw1, w2, xq ď ptp0, 0, xq for all w1, w2 ě 0. From Equation (18), we get that 1 “ ř ptp0, 0, xq.
The forthcoming Lemma 14 implies that Φpωt^ω1tq converges in distribution to Θ, an almost surely
finite random variable. Thus, we have
∆ptq “ φpωt ^ ω1tq `mintFkptq, F 1kptqu ´ Fkptq dÝÑ Θ`mintFK , F 1Ku ´ FK “ Θˆ P X ,
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implying that 1 “ ř p8p0, 0, xq. Therefore, by dominated convergence, and since pΩ1,Ω2q is equal
in distribution to
`
Λ1
a
κ3{κ2,Λ2
a
κ3{κ2˘, we get
P
ˆ
V p1qt ´ bκ2sptq
aκ2sptq
ě w1, V
p2q
t ´ bκ2sptq
aκ2sptq
ě w2
˙
Ñ
ÿ
xPX
P
´
fpΩ1qΓ1 ` gpΩ1q ě w1, fpΩ2qΓ2 ` gpΩ2q ě w2, Θˆ “ x
¯
“ P`fpΩ1qΓ1 ` gpΩ2q ě w1, fpΩ2qΓ2 ` gpΩ2q ě w2˘,(24)
where we have used again that Θˆ P X . We have thus proved Equation (17), which implies the
claim.
5. Proof of Theorem 5
5.1. Main steps of the proofs and heuristics. Recall that
Φpunq “
ÿ
νiďun
Fi “
nÿ
i“1
Fi1νiďun ,
where the Fi’s are defined in Equation (9), and un is a node taken weight-proportionally at random
in the n-node wrrt. To prove Theorem 5, we proceed along the following steps (where the indices
L,F indicate that the expectation is taken conditionally on the sequences L and F ):
(a) We first prove that, conditionally on L and F ,
(25)
Φpunq ´ EL,FΦpunqa
VarL,FΦpunq
dÝÑ N p0, 1q;
this is done by applying Lindeberg’s central limit theorem. The rest of the proof aims at
finding almost sure estimates for the random variables EL,FΦpunq and VarL,FΦpunq.
(b) Using Proposition 7, it is straightforward that
EL,FΦpunq “
nÿ
i“1
FiWi
Si
and VarL,FΦpunq “
nÿ
i“1
FiWi
Si
ˆ
1´ Wi
Si
˙
,
where Si “ řij“1Wi “ µ¯pTiq (recall that µ¯pxq “ şx0 µ, for all x ě 0).
(c) Using martingale arguments, we prove that EL,FΦpunq and VarL,FΦpunq are asymptotically
equivalent to their respective expectations (conditionally on L), which are given by
nÿ
i“1
WiELrFis
Si
and
nÿ
i“1
WiELrFis
Si
ˆ
1´ Wi
Si
˙
,
respectively. This is done in Lemma 13.
(d) The expectation of Fi given L is calculated in Lemma 11, and the sums of (b) are estimated
in Lemma 12, where we use that, by the law of large numbers, Ti „ iEL, implying that
Si „ µ¯piELq. We then infer that, pL,F q-almost surely when nÑ 8,
EL,FΦpunq “ κˆ2spnq ` op
a
spnqq and VarL,FΦpunq “ κˆ3spnq ` opspnqq,
where spnq is defined in Equation (4), and κˆi in Theorem 5.
These four steps lead to the following result:
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Proposition 10. Under the assumptions of Theorem 5, conditionally on pL,F q, pL,F q-almost
surely
Φpunq ´ κˆ2spnqa
κˆ3spnq
dÝÑ N p0, 1q,
when nÑ 8.
The rest of the proof of Theorem 5 is made by using the fact that the height of the last com-
mon ancestor of un and vn converges almost surely to a finite random variable. This is done in
Section 5.4.
5.2. Preliminary lemmas. Before proceeding with the proofs of Proposition 10 and Theorem 5,
we need to prove the following preliminary lemmas. The first of these lemmas gives a good
approximation for the expectation of Fi conditionally on L; this correspond to Step (d) in the plan
of the proof of Section 5.1.
Lemma 11. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1 and with δ P r0, 1{2s for the memory kernel µ2,
for all ` P t2, 3, . . .u, for all i P t0, 1 . . .u, we have
Wi`1ELrF `´1i`1 s “ µpTiqRp`qi`1,
and there exists a random integer I0 and a constant c ą 0 such that, for all i ě I0,
ˇˇˇˇ
Rp`qi`1 ´
L`i`1
`
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
$’’’’’&’’’’’%
cL``1i`1plog Tiqα˜´1
Ti
if µ “ µ1
cL``1i`1
T 1´δi
if µ “ µ2,
where α˜ “ maxt1, αu.
Proof. Since δ P r0, 1{2q, then 1{p1 ´ δq P r1, 2q. Then, the Borel-Cantelli lemma implies that
Li{i1´δ Ñ 0 almost surely. By the law of large numbers, we also get that Li{T 1´δi and thus Li{Ti
both converge to 0 almost surely.
Note that
ELF `´1i`1 “
şTi`1
Ti
pu´ Tiq`´1µpuq duşTi`1
Ti
µpuqdu “
1
Wi
ż Ti`1
Ti
pu´ Tiq`´1µpuq du,
and, therefore,
Wi`1ELrF `´1i`1 s “
ż Ti`1
Ti
pu´ Tiq`´1 µpuqdu “
ż Li`1
0
u`´1 µpTi ` uqdu “ µpTiqR`i`1,
where
Rp`qi`1 “
ż Li`1
0
u`´1
µpTi ` uq
µpTiq du.
We treat each memory kernel separately:
(1.1) We first assume that µ “ µ1, implying that
Rp`qi`1 “
ż Li`1
0
u`´1
1` u{Ti
ˆ
1` logp1` u{Tiq
log Ti
˙α´1
exp
ˆ
βplog Tiqα
”´
1` logp1` u{Tiq
log Ti
¯α ´ 1ı˙ du.
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Since Li`1{Ti Ñ 0 when i Ñ 8, then there exists a random integer I0 such that, for all i ě I0,
0 ď Li`1{Ti ď 1. Let us first assume that α ą 1: We have, for all i ě I0, using that 0 ď u ď Li`1
in the integrand,
Rp`qi`1 ě
L`i`1{`
1` Li`1{Ti ě
L`i`1p1´ c1Li`1{Tiq
`
,
where c1 “ supxPr0,1s
`
1
x
p1 ´ 1p1`xqq
˘
. There exists I1 ą I0 such that, for all i ě I1, log Ti ě 1,
implying in particular that Li`1{pTi log Tiq ď 1. Moreover, we have
Rp`qi`1 ď
L`i`1
`
ˆ
1` logp1` Li`1{Tiq
log Ti
α˙´1
exp
ˆ
βplog Tiqα
”´
1` logp1` Li`1{Tiq
log Ti
α¯ ´ 1
ı˙
ď L
`
i`1
`
ˆ
1` c2Li`1
Ti log Ti
α˙´1
exp
ˆ
βplog Tiqα
”´
1` c2Li`1
Ti log Ti
α¯ ´ 1
ı˙
ď L
`
i`1
`
ˆ
1` c3Li`1
Ti log Ti
˙
exp
ˆ
c4Li`1plog Tiqα´1
Ti
˙
,
where c2 “ supr0,1s 1x logp1` xq, c3 “ supr0,1s 1xpp1` c2xqα ´ 1q, and c4 “ supr0,1s βx pp1` c2xqα ´ 1q.
Finally, there exists Iα ą I1 such that, for all i ě Iα, Li`1plog Tiqα´1{Ti ď 1, and therefore, we get
that, for all i ě Iα,
Rp`qi`1 ď
L`i`1
`
ˆ
1` c3Li`1
Ti log Ti
˙ˆ
1` c5Li`1plog Tiq
α´1
Ti
˙
,
where c5 “ supr0,1s 1xpec4x ´ 1q, and, in total, for all i ě I1,
Rp`qi`1 ď
L`i`1
`
ˆ
1` cLi`1plog Tiq
α´1
Ti
˙
,
where c “ c3 ` c5 ` c3c5, which concludes the proof.
(1.2) Similarly, if α ď 1, we have
Rp`qi`1 ě
L`i`1{p`q
1` Li`1{Ti
ˆ
1` logp1` Li`1{Tiq
log Ti
˙α´1
“ L
`
i`1
`
`
1`OpLi`1{Tiq
˘`
1`OpLi`1{pTi log Tiqq
˘
“ L
`
i`1
`
`
1`OpLi`1{Tiq
˘
,
where the constants in the O-terms can be chosen deterministically and independently of i ě I1
(we do not give explicit values for the constants involved). Finally, we have
Rp`qi`1 ď
L`i`1
`
exp
ˆ
βplog Tiqα
”´
1` logp1` Li`1{Tiq
log Ti
¯α ´ 1ı˙
ď L
`
i`1
`
`
1`OpLi`1{pTi log1´α Tiqq
˘
,
which concludes the proof if µ “ µ1.
(2) If µ “ µ2, we have
Rp`qi`1 “
ż Li`1
0
u`´1
´
1` u
Ti
¯δ´1
exp
”
γT δi
´´
1` u
Ti
¯δ ´ 1¯ı du ě ´1` Li`1
Ti
¯δ´1L`i`1
`
,
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because δ ă 1, γ ě 0, and 0 ď u ď Li`1 in the integrand. Therefore, for all i ě I0,
Rp`qi`1 ě
´
1´ c6Li`1
Ti
¯L`i`1
`
,
where c6 “ supr0,1s 1xp1 ´ p1 ` xqδ´1q, because, by definition of I0, Li`1{Ti P r0, 1s for all i ě I0.
Similarly, for all i ě I0, we have
Rp`qi`1 ď exp
”
γT δi
´´
1` Li`1
Ti
¯δ ´ 1¯ıL`i`1
`
ď exp`γc7T δ´1i Li`1˘L`i`1` ,
where c7 “ supr0,1s 1xpp1 ` xqδ ´ 1q. Note that T δ´1i Li Ñ 0 almost surely when i Ñ 8, and thus
there exists I1 ą I0 such that, for all i ě I1, γc7T δ´1i Li`1 ď 1, and thus
Rp`qi`1 ď
ˆ
1` c8 Li`1
T 1´δi
˙
L`i`1
`
,
where c8 “ supr0,1s 1xpeγc7x ´ 1q, which concludes the proof. 
If we plug the result of Lemma 11 into the sums of Step (c) of the plan of the proof (see
Section 5.1), we get sums of the following form that need to be estimated. The idea behind the
following proposition is that Ti „ iEL, by the strong law of large numbers, and thus, assuming that
ELa is finite,
řn
i“1 L
a
i {Ti „ ELa log n{EL because
řn
i“1 1{i „ log n. Similarly, we have
řn
i“1 L
a
i {T 2i “
Op1q since ř8i“1 1{i2 ă `8.
Lemma 12. For all a ą 0 and b P R, if EL2a ă 8, then, almost surely when iÑ 8,
nÿ
i“1
Lai`1plog Tiqb
Ti
“
#
ELa
pb`1qEL log
b`1 n`Op1q if b ‰ ´1
ELa
EL log log n`Op1q if b “ ´1,
and, for all ` ą 1,
nÿ
i“1
Lai`1plog Tiqb
T `i
“ Op1q.
Also, for all a ą 0 and ` P p0, 1{2s, we have
`
nÿ
i“1
Lai`1T
`´1
i “ EL
a
pELq1´` n
` `Oplog nq.
Proof. We know that (e.g. by the law of the iterated logarithm), almost surely,
sup
nÑ8
|Tn ´mn|?
n log n
ă `8.
Therefore, almost surely when nÑ 8,
nÿ
i“1
Lai`1plog Tiqb
Ti
“
nÿ
i“1
Lai`1plogpmi`Op
?
i log iqqqb
mi`Op?i log iq
“
nÿ
i“1
Lai`1 log
bpmiq
mi
˜
1`O
˜c
log i
i
¸¸
,
where the constants in the O-terms can be chosen uniformly in i. We thus get
(26)
nÿ
i“1
Lai`1plog Tiqb
Ti
“
nÿ
i“1
Lai`1 log
bpmiq
mi
`O
˜
nÿ
i“1
Li`1 logbpmiq?log i
mi3{2
¸
.
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‚ We first estimate of the expectation of the first term in the right-hand side of Equation (26);
note that
E
«
nÿ
i“1
Lai`1 log
bpmiq
mi
ff
“ ELa
nÿ
i“1
logbpmiq
mi
,
and, when nÑ 8,
nÿ
i“1
logbpmiq
mi
“
ż n
1
logbpmxq
mx
dx`Op1q “ 1
m
ż mn
1
logb y
y
dy `Op1q
“ 1
mpb` 1q log
b`1pmnq `Op1q “ 1
mpb` 1q log
b`1 n`Op1q,
if b ‰ ´1. If b “ ´1, we have
nÿ
i“1
logbpmiq
mi
“
nÿ
i“1
1
mi logpmiq “
1
m
log log n`Op1q.
Thus, we have
E
«
nÿ
i“1
Lai`1 log
bpmiq
mi
ff
“
#
ELa
pb`1qm log
b`1 n`Op1q if b ‰ ´1
ELa
m
log log n`Op1q if b “ ´1.
‚ We now use martingale theory to show that the first term in the right-hand side of Equation (26)
is almost-surely asymptotically equivalent to its expectation. Note that, since the L1is are inde-
pendent, ˜
Mn :“
nÿ
i“1
pLai`1 ´ ELaq logbpmiq
mi
¸
ně1
is a martingale, and, for all n ě 0,
EM2n “
nÿ
i“1
VarpLaq log2bpmiq
pmiq2 ď
8ÿ
i“1
VarpLaq log2bpmiq
pmiq2 ă 8.
Therefore, Mn converges almost surely to an almost surely finite random variable, implying that
nÿ
i“1
Lai`1 log
bpmiq
mi
“ E
«
nÿ
i“1
Lai`1 log
bpmiq
mi
ff
`Op1q.
‚ We treat the second term in the right-hand side of Equation (26) using similar arguments: first
estimating its expectation and then showing using martingale arguments that it is almost surely
equivalent to it. Doing that, we get that, almost surely when nÑ 8,
nÿ
i“1
Li`1 logbpmiq?log i
mi3{2
“
nÿ
i“1
ErLi`1s logbpmiq?log i
mi3{2
`Op1q “ Op1q.
‚ All these estimates, together with Equation (26), give
nÿ
i“1
Lai`1 log
bpmiq
mi
“
#
ELa
pb`1qm log
b`1 n`Op1q if b ‰ ´1
ELa
m
log log n`Op1q if b “ ´1,
as claimed. The second and third statements of Lemma 12 can be proved similarly. 
The following lemma corresponds to proving Step (c) in the plan of the proof (see Section 5.1):
we use martingale arguments to prove that the following sums are asymptotically equivalent to their
expectations conditionally on L, and then use Lemmas 11 and 12 to estimate these expectations.
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Lemma 13. Fix a ě 1, and assume that EL2pa`1q ă `8, then, conditionally on L, L-almost
surely, we have
nÿ
i“1
F a´1i Wi
Si
“
#
ELa
aEL spnq ` o
`a
spnq˘ if µ “ µ1
ELa
apELq1´δ spnq ` o
`a
spnq˘ if µ “ µ2 and δ P r0, 1{2s,
and,
nÿ
i“1
F a´1i W 2i
S2i
“ Op1q.
Proof. Note that
EL
«
nÿ
i“1
F a´1i W bi
Sbi
ff
“
nÿ
i“1
EL
“
F a´1i
‰
W bi
Sbi
.
We also recall that, for all i ě 1,
Wi “
ż Ti
Ti´1
µ and Si “
ż Ti
0
µ.
We first consider the expectations of these sums conditionally on L, and then show that the sums
are asymptotically equivalent to their expectations using martingale arguments.
‚ To estimate the expectations (conditionally on L) of these sums, we treat the different memory
kernels separately.
(1.1) If µ “ µ1 and β “ 0. If we let α˜ “ maxtα, 1u, then Lemma 11 implies that, for all b P t1, 2u,
nÿ
i“1
ELrF a´1i sW bi
Sbi
“
nÿ
i“1
αplog Ti´1qα´1LaiW b´1i
aTi´1Sbi
`O
˜
nÿ
i“1
plog Ti´1qα`α˜´2La`1i W b´1i
T 2i´1Sbi
¸
“
nÿ
i“1
αplog Ti´1qα´1Lai plogα Ti ´ logα Ti´1qb´1
aTi´1 logαb Ti
`O
˜
nÿ
i“1
plog Ti´1qα`α˜´2La`1i plogα Ti ´ logα Ti´1qb´1
T 2i´1 log
αb Ti
¸
,(27)
where we have used that Si “ logα Ti and Wi “ logα Ti ´ logα Ti´1. Note that, for all i sufficiently
large, we have Li{Ti´1 P r0, 1s, and thus
1 ě
ˆ
log Ti´1
log Ti
˙α
“
ˆ
log Ti´1
log Ti´1 ` logp1` Li{Ti´1q
α˙
ě
ˆ
log Ti´1
log Ti´1 ` c1Li{Ti´1
α˙
,
where c1 “ supr0,1s 1x logp1` xq. This implies
1 ě
ˆ
log Ti´1
log Ti
α˙
ě
˜
1
1` c1Li
Ti´1 log Ti´1
α¸
ě 1´ c2c1 Li
Ti´1 log Ti´1
,
where c2 “ supr0,1s 1xp1´ p1` xq´αq, and, finally,
logα Ti ´ logα Ti´1 “ logα Ti
ˆ
1´
ˆ
log Ti´1
log Ti
α˙˙
ď c1c2 Li log
α Ti
Ti´1 log Ti´1
.
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Therefore, we get that
nÿ
i“1
ELrF a´1i sWi
Si
“
nÿ
i“1
αLai
aTi´1 log Ti´1
`O
˜
nÿ
i“1
La`1i
T 2i´1 log Ti´1
¸
`O
˜
nÿ
i“1
plog Ti´1qα˜´2La`1i
T 2i´1
¸
“
nÿ
i“1
αLai
aTi´1 log Ti´1
`O
˜
nÿ
i“1
plog Ti´1qα˜´2La`1i
T 2i´1
¸
,
because α˜ ´ 2 ě ´1, by definition. We also have that (take b “ 2 in Equation (27))
nÿ
i“1
ELrF a´1i sW 2i
S2i
“ O
˜
nÿ
i“1
La`1i
T 2i´1 log
2 Ti´1
¸
.
Using Lemma 12, and since spnq “ α log log n in this case (see Equation (4)), we deduce that
nÿ
i“1
ELrF a´1i sWi
Si
“ EL
a
aEL
α log log n`Op1q,
and
nÿ
i“1
ELrF a´1i sW 2i
S2i
“ Op1q.
(1.2) If µ “ µ1 and β ‰ 0 Lemma 11 implies that, for all b P t1, 2u,
nÿ
i“1
EL
“
F a´1i
‰
W bi
Sbi
“
nÿ
i“1
µpTi´1qLaiW b´1i
aSbi
`O
˜
nÿ
i“1
µpTi´1qLa`1i W b´1i
Ti´1Sbi
¸
“
nÿ
i“1
αplog Ti´1qα´1Lai eβplogα Ti´1´logα Tiq
aTi´1eβpb´1q log
α Ti
`
eβ log
α Ti ´ eβ logα Ti´1˘b´1
`O
˜
nÿ
i“1
plog Ti´1qα´1La`1i eβplogα Ti´1´logα Tiq
T 2i´1eβpb´1q log
α Ti
`
eβ log
α Ti ´ eβ logα Ti´1˘b´1¸ ,
where we have used that Si “ eβ logα Ti and Wi “ eβ logα Ti ´ eβ logα Ti´1 . Note that, when iÑ 8,
exp
`
βplogα Ti´1 ´ logα Tiq
˘ “ exp `βplogα Ti´1 ´ logαpTi´1 ` Liqq˘
“ exp
ˆ
β
ˆ
logα Ti´1 ´ logαpTi´1q
´
1` logp1` Li{Ti´1q
log Ti´1
¯α˙˙
“
ˆ
1`O
ˆ
Liplog Ti´1qα´1
Ti´1
˙˙
,(28)
and thus
eβ log
α Ti ´ eβ logα Ti´1 “ O
ˆ
Liplog Ti´1qα´1eβ logα Ti
Ti´1
˙
where the constants in the O-terms can be chosen deterministic and independent of i. Thus, we
get
nÿ
i“1
ELrF ai sWi
Si
“
nÿ
i“1
αplog Ti´1qα´1Lai
aTi´1
`O
˜
nÿ
i“1
plog Ti´1qα´1La`1i
T 2i´1
¸
,
and
nÿ
i“1
ELrF ai sW 2i
S2i
“ O
˜
nÿ
i“1
La`1i log
2α´2 Ti´1
T 2i´1
¸
.
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Applying Lemma 12, we thus get that
EL
«
nÿ
i“1
F a´1i Wi
Si
ff
“
nÿ
i“1
WiELF a´1i
Si
“ EL
a
aEL
logα n`Op1q,
and
nÿ
i“1
ELrF ai sW 2i
S2i
“ Op1q,
as claimed (recall that spnq “ logα n in this case).
(2) If µ “ µ2, then, Lemma 11 implies that, for all b P t1, 2u,
nÿ
i“1
ELrF a´1i sW bi
Sbi
“
nÿ
i“1
γδT δ´1i´1 e
γT δi´1Lai peγT δi ´ eγT δi´1qb´1
aeγbT
δ
i
`O
˜
nÿ
i“1
T
2pδ´1q
i´1 e
γT δi´1La`1i peγbT δi ´ eγbT δi´1qb´1
eγbT
δ
i
¸
Note that
T δi´1 ´ T δi “ T δi´1
´
1´
´
1` Li
Ti´1
δ¯¯
,
implying that, for all i large enough such that Li{Ti´1 P r0, 1s, we have
´δc1T δ´1i´1 Li ď T δi´1 ´ T δi ď ´δc2T δ´1i´1 Li,
where c1 “ supr0,1s 1xpp1` xqδ ´ 1q and c2 “ infr0,1s 1xpp1` xqδ ´ 1q. Therefore, we get
exp
`
γpT δi´1 ´ T δi q
˘ “ exp `´OpT δ´1i´1 Liq˘ “ 1´OpT δ´1i´1 Liq,
and
eγT
δ
i ´ eγT δi´1 “ O
´
T δ´1i´1 Lie
γT δi
¯
,
where the constants in the O-terms can be chosen independent of i. Therefore, we get
nÿ
i“1
ELrF a´1i sWi
Si
“
nÿ
i“1
γδT δ´1i´1 Lai
a
`O
˜
nÿ
i“1
T
2pδ´1q
i´1 L
a`1
i
¸
“ EL
a
apELq1´δ γn
δ `Oplog nq,
and
nÿ
i“1
ELrF a´1i sW 2i
S2i
“ O˜
nÿ
i“1
La`1i T
2pδ´1q
i´1
¸
“
#
Op1q if δ ă 1{2
Oplog nq if δ “ 1{2,
where we have used Lemma 12.
‚ We have thus proved that, L-almost surely when nÑ 8,
(29) EL
«
nÿ
i“1
F a´1i Wi
Si
ff
“
#
ELa
aEL spnq ` o
`a
spnq˘ if µ “ µ1
ELa
apELq1´δ spnq ` o
`a
spnq˘ if µ “ µ2,
and
(30) EL
«
nÿ
i“1
F a´1i W 2i
S2i
ff
“
#
Op1q if µ “ µ1 or µ “ µ2 and δ ă 1{2
Oplog nq if µ “ µ2 and δ “ 1{2.
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‚ We now use martingale arguments to prove that the sums are almost surely asymptotically
equivalent to their expectations conditionally on L. Note that, conditionally on L,˜
Mn :“
nÿ
i“1
W bi
`
F a´1i ´ ELrF a´1i s
˘
Sbi
¸
ně1
is a martingale. For all n ě 0, we have (see, e.g., [Duf13, Proposition 1.3.5] for the definition of
the increasing process of a square-integrable martingale)
xMyn “
nÿ
i“1
W 2bi VarLpF a´1i q
S2bi
ď
nÿ
i“1
W 2bi L
2a´2
i
S2bi
,
because, L-almost surely, Fi ď Li for all i ě 1, by definition (see Equation (9)).
(1.1) Let us first assume that µ “ µ1 and β “ 0: we have
nÿ
i“1
L2a´2i W 2bi
S2bi
“
nÿ
i“1
L2a´2i
ˆ
logα Ti ´ logα Ti´1
logα Ti
2˙b
“
nÿ
i“1
L2a´2i
ˆ
1´ log
α Ti´1
logα Ti
2˙b
.
Note that
log Ti´1
log Ti
“ 1
1` logp1`Li{Ti´1q
log Ti´1
“ 1´O
ˆ
logp1` Li{Ti´1q
log Ti´1
˙
“ 1´O
ˆ
Li
Ti´1 log Ti´1
˙
,
where the constant in the O-term can be chosen independent of i. Thus, using Lemma 12, we get
that
nÿ
i“1
L2a´2i W 2bi
S2bi
“ O
˜
nÿ
i“1
L2a`2b´2i
T 2i´1 log
2 Ti´1
¸
“ Op1q,
since we have assumed that EL2a`2 ă `8 (and also, b P t1, 2u). The cases (1.2) and (2) can be
treated similarly, and we get that, if b “ 1, then
(31) xMyn “
#
Op1q if µ “ µ1 or µ “ µ2 and δ ă 1{2
Oplog nq if µ “ µ2 and δ “ 1{2 ,
and, if b “ 2, then
(32) xMyn “ Op1q.
The law of large numbers for martingales (see, e.g. [Duf13, Theorem 1.3.15]) states that
(a) if xMyn “ Op1q almost surely, then Mn converges almost surely to a finite random variable;
(b) if xMyn Ñ 8 almost surely, then Mn “ opxMynq almost surely.
Equation (31) together with Equation (29) thus gives that, almost surely when nÑ 8,
nÿ
i“1
F a´1i Wi
Si
“ EL
«
nÿ
i“1
F a´1i Wi
Si
ff
` o`xMyn˘ “ #ELaaEL spnq ` o`aspnq˘ if µ “ µ1ELa
apELq1´δ spnq ` o
`a
spnq˘ if µ “ µ2,
because xMyn “ o
`
spnq˘ in all cases. Similarly, Equation (32) together with Equation (30) gives
that, almost surely when nÑ 8,
nÿ
i“1
F a´1i Wi
S2i
“ EL
«
nÿ
i“1
F a´1i Wi
S2i
ff
` op1q,
which concludes the proof. 
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5.3. Proof of Proposition 10. Using Lemmas 11, 12, and 13, we can now follow the plan of
Section 5.1 to prove Proposition 10. Recall that, given W (or, equivalently, L), p1νiďunqiďn are
independent Bernoulli random variables with respective parameters Wi{Si, where Si “ řij“1Wj
(see Proposition 7). Also note that, by construction, the random variables p1νiďunqiďn are inde-
pendent of F ; therefore, we have
EL,FΦpunq “
nÿ
i“1
FiWi
Si
“ κˆ2spnq ` o
`a
spnq˘,
in probability when nÑ 8, where we have applied Lemma 13 (which applies because EL6 ă `8,
by assumption); we recall that
κˆ2 “ EL
2
2EL
if µ “ µ1 and κˆ2 “ EL
2
2pELq1´δ if µ “ µ2.
Similarly, we have
VarL,F pΦpunqq “
nÿ
i“1
F 2i Wi
Si
ˆ
1´ Wi
Si
˙
“
nÿ
i“1
F 2i Wi
Si
´
nÿ
i“1
F 2i W
2
i
S2i
“ κˆ3spnq ` opspnqq,
by Lemma 13 (which applies because EL8 ă `8, by assumption); see Theorem 5 for the definition
of κˆ3. We can apply Lindeberg’s central limit theorem to deduce Proposition 10.
5.4. Proof of Theorem 5. Proposition 10 gives convergence of the marginals in Theorem 5. To
get joint convergence, we need to prove that the correlation between Φpunq and Φpvnq is negligible
in front of
a
spnq so that Φpunq{
a
spnq and Φpvnq{
a
spnq are asymptotically independent. This is
true because the last common ancestor of un and vn is “high” in the tree (i.e. close to the root):
more precisely, its height converges in distribution to a finite random variable when nÑ `8; this
is stated in Lemma 15.
For every node ν “ ν¯i P Tn (ν¯ P Tn, and i ě 1), we denote by T `n pνq the subtree of Tn rooted
at ν, and by T rn pνq subtree of Tn consisting of ν¯ and all the subtrees rooted at right-siblings ν¯j
(j ą i) of ν. We informally call T `n pνq the “left” subtree of ν, and T rn pνq its “right” subtree (see
Figure 7).
Definition. Given two nodes u and v of Tn, we denote their last common ancestor u ^ v. Two
children of u ^ v are respective ancestors of u and v; the smallest in the lexicographic order is
called the last common uncle of u and v, and denoted by un ‹ vn.
Proposition 14. Let W “ pWiqiě1 be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables, and Tn be the n-
node W -wrrt. Let un and vn be two nodes taken independently at random in Tn with probability
proportional to the weights: for all 1 ď i ď n,
PW pun “ νiq “ PW pvn “ νiq “ Wi
Sn
.
Then, conditionally on W , we have un ^ vn dÝÑ κ when n Ñ 8, where κ is a (finite) random
element of t1, 2, 3, . . .u˚.
The first step in proving Proposition 14 is to prove that |un ^ vn| converges in distribution to
an almost surely finite random variable.
Lemma 15. Under the assumptions of Theorem 5, assuming that δ P p0, 1{2q if µ “ µ2, we have
that, asymptotically when nÑ 8,
(a) |un ^ vn| dÝÑ θ, where θ is almost surely finite, and
(b) Φpun ^ vnq dÝÑ Θ, where Θ is almost surely finite.
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T `n (ν)
T rn (ν)
Figure 7. A node ν (in red and marked by a circle) and its “left” and “right”
subtrees, T `n pνq and T rn pνq.
Proof. We treat the proofs of (a) and (b) at once; to do so, we introduce the notation Φˆ to be
understood as Φˆ “ | ¨ | in the proof of (a) and Φˆ “ Φ in the proof of (b).
Recall that we denote by ν1, . . . , νn the nodes of the n-node W -wrrt in their order of addition
in the tree. Also, for all i, ξpiq is the index of the parent of node νi. We reason conditionally on
L, and thus W , and recall that Sn “ řni“1Wi for all n ě 1.
Recall that, for all n ě 1, pTn, un, vnq is equal in distribution to pT˜n, u˜n, v˜nq (defined just before
Proposition 7). By the construction of pT˜n, u˜n, v˜nqně1, we have
Φˆpu˜n ^ v˜nq “1Bn“B1n“1Φˆpνnq ` 1Bn“1‰B1nΦˆpu˜n´1 ^ v˜n´1q
` 1Bn‰1“B1nΦˆpu˜n´1 ^ v˜n´1q ` 1Bn,B1n‰1Φˆpu˜n´1 ^ v˜n´1q
“`1´ 1Bn“B1n“1˘Φˆpu˜n´1 ^ v˜n´1q ` 1Bn“B1n“1Φˆpνnq.
Thus, if we let Kn :“ Φˆpu˜n ^ v˜nq for all integers n, we have
(33) Kn
d“ Kn´1 ` 1Bn“B1n“1
`
Φˆpνnq ´Kn´1
˘
.
Note that, for all i ě 1,
PL
´
1Bi“B1i“1
`
Φˆpνiq ´Ki´1
˘ ‰ 0¯ ď PL´1Bi“B1i“1 ‰ 0¯ “ ´WiSi
¯2
.
Lemma 13 (with a “ 1) implies that, if µ “ µ1 or µ “ µ2 and δ P p0, 1{2q, then, L-almost surely,
we have
(34)
ÿ
iě1
W 2i
S2i
“ Op1q.
Therefore, by the Borel-Cantelli lemma, we can infer that, almost surely,
Θ :“
8ÿ
i“2
1Bi“B1i“1
`
Φpνiq ´Ki´1
˘ ă `8,
θ :“
8ÿ
i“2
1Bi“B1i“1
`|νi| ´Ki´1˘ ă `8,
and that |u˜n ^ v˜n| dÝÑ θ and Φpu˜n ^ v˜nq dÝÑ Θ when n goes to infinity. This implies the claim since
pTn, un, vnq is equal in distribution to pT˜n, u˜n, v˜nq . 
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Note that Equation (34) is no longer true if µ “ µ2 and δ “ 1{2, which is why Proposition 10
holds for δ “ 1{2 while the joint convergence of Theorem 5 is open in that case (and maybe does
not holds).
Proof of Proposition 14. Let us denote by k “ kpνq the random integer such that ν is an internal
node of Tk but not of Tk´1. Let us denote by Wn˚ pνq the sum of the weights of the internal nodes
of Tn descending from ν (including ν itself).
‚ We show that Wn˚ pνq is asymptotically almost surely proportional to Sn, the total weight of
the n-node tree. Conditionally on kpνq ă `8, we have W ˚kpνqpνq “ Wkpνq, and, for all n ě kpνq,
EL
”
W ˚n`1pνq
ˇˇˇ
Fn
ı
“ W ˚n pνq ` Wn˚ pνqSn Wn`1,
because at time n ` 1, the weight of the subtree rooted at ν increases by Wn`1 with probability
Wn˚ pνq{Sn, and stays unchanged otherwise. Therefore, conditionally on kpνq ă `8 and on L,
n´1ź
i“1
ˆ
1` Wi`1
Si
˙´1
W ˚n pνq pn ě kpνqq
is a positive martingale, and thus converges almost surely to a random variable W ˚pνq. Note that
n´1ź
i“1
ˆ
1` Wi`1
Si
˙
“
n´1ź
i“1
Si `Wi`1
Si
“
n´1ź
i“1
Si`1
Si
“ Sn
W1
,
implying that, almost surely when nÑ 8,
(35)
Wn˚ pνq
Sn
Ñ W
˚pνq
W1
“: Wˆ ˚pνq.
‚ Conditionally on L (and thus W ), we have
PL pun ‹ vn “ νq “
Wn˚ pνq
`
Wn˚ pν¯q ´
řlastpνq
j“1 Wn˚ pν¯jq
˘
S2n
,
where ν¯ is the parent of node ν, and lastpνq ě 1 the rank of ν among its siblings. Therefore, we
have that, almost surely, for all ν P Tn,
PL pun ‹ vn “ νq Ñ Wˆ ˚pνq
`
Wˆ ˚pν¯q ´
lastpνqÿ
j“1
Wˆ ˚pν¯jq˘
implying that, conditionally on L, we have,
(36) un ‹ vn dÝÑ η,
in distribution when n goes to infinity, where η is a random word of t1, 2, 3, . . .u˚. The result
follows from the fact that un^ vn is the parent of un ‹ vn; we define κ as the parent of the random
node η, it is almost surely finite by Lemma 15(a). 
Proof of Theorem 5. In the proof, we condition on the sequences L (and thus onW ) and F . Recall
that, pTn, un, vnq is equal in distribution to the triple pT˜n, u˜n, v˜nq defined just before Proposition 9.
We denote by
K “ max tk ě 1 : Bi “ B1iu ;
we know from Lemma 14 that K ă `8 almost surely. Also, by definition (see Proposition 9), we
have that, for all i ě K, `
1νiăun ,1νiăvn
˘ “ pBi, B1iq.
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Consider Cn “ řni“1 FiBi and C 1n “ řni“1 FiB1i; conditionally on L and F , C and C 1 are indepen-
dent (inhomogeneous) random walks. We have
(37)˜
Φpu˜nq ´ bκˆ2spnqa
κˆ3spnq
,
Φpv˜nq ´ bκˆ2spnqa
κˆ3spnq
¸
“
˜
Cn ´ bκˆ2spnqa
κˆ3spnq
` Φpu˜nq ´ Cna
κˆ3spnq
,
C 1n ´ bκˆ2spnqa
κˆ3spnq
` Φpv˜nq ´ C
1
na
κˆ3spnq
¸
.
Note that,
(38) max
#
|Cn ´ Φpu˜nq|a
spnq ,
|C 1n ´ Φpv˜nq|a
spnq
+
ď 2
řK^n
i“1 Fia
spnq Ñ 0
almost surely when n Ñ 8. Furthermore, for all x, y P R, by independence of Cn and C 1n
conditionally on F , we get
PL,F
˜
Cn ´ bκˆ2spnqa
κˆ3spnq
ě x, C
1
n ´ bκˆ2spnqa
κˆ3spnq
ě y
¸
“ PL,F
˜
Cn ´ bκˆ2spnqa
κˆ3spnq
ě x
¸
PL,F
˜
C 1n ´ bκˆ2spnqa
κˆ3spnq
ě y
¸
“ PL,F
˜
Φpu˜nq ´ bκˆ2spnqa
κˆ3spnq
` Φpu˜nq ´ Cna
κˆ3spnq
ě x
¸
PL,F
˜
Φpv˜nq ´ bκˆ2spnqa
κˆ3spnq
` Φpv˜nq ´ C
1
na
κˆ3spnq
ě y
¸
,
where we have used Equation (37). Thus, using Proposition 10, Equation (38) and Slutzky’s
lemma, we get that
PL,F
˜
Cn ´ bκˆ2spnqa
κˆ3spnq
ě x, C
1
n ´ bκˆ2spnqa
κˆ3spnq
ě y
¸
Ñ PpΛ1 ě xqPpΛ2 ě yq,
where Λ1 and Λ2 are two standard Gaussian random variables; in other words,˜
Cn ´ bκˆ2spnqa
κˆ3spnq
,
C 1n ´ bκˆ2spnqa
κˆ3spnq
¸
dÝÑ pΛ1,Λ2q,
where Λ1 and Λ2 are independent. Using Slutzky’s lemma again, together with Equations (37)
and (38), we get that ˜
Φpu˜nq ´ bκˆ2spnqa
κˆ3spnq
,
Φpv˜nq ´ bκˆ2spnqa
κˆ3spnq
¸
dÝÑ pΛ1,Λ2q,
which concludes the proof since pTn, un, vnq d“ pT˜n, u˜n, v˜nq. 
5.5. Sketch proof of Theorem 6. Following exactly the proof of Theorem 5, replacing Φpνq by
Ψpνq “ |ν| ` 1 “
nÿ
i“1
1νiďν ,
one can prove that: If un and vn be two nodes in the n-node wrrt, chosen independently at
random with probability proportional to the weights, then, conditionally on L, asymptotically
when nÑ 8,
(39)
˜
Ψpunq ´ spnqa
spnq ,
Ψpvnq ´ spnqa
spnq
¸
dÝÑ pΛ1,Λ2q,
where Λ1 and Λ2 are two independent standard Gaussian random variables. The result follows by
applying the standard [MM17, Lemma 3.1] since the profile is the (random) distribution of |un|
and |vn| given Tn.
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